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Looking to the future
Attending Futurebuild offers a valuable snapshot of the
state of the built environment industry. This year’s event
felt like something of a watershed. Among delegates,
there was a sense that urgent action was being taken to
minimise the industry’s impact on the environment and
achieve the UK’s ambitious carbon-reduction targets.
A growing global awareness of the threat caused
by climate change seems to have galvanised the
show. More than once, I heard mentioned the name
of Swedish schoolgirl Greta Thunberg – who helped
organise the first climate change school strikes – while
the publicity generated around the issue of plastic
pollution by Sir David Attenborough’s Blue Planet II
TV series ensured it was standing room only in Brighton University’s Responsible
Future’s Waste Zone.
Here, the audience heard of encouraging examples of material re-use from
speakers such as BRE’s Gilli Hobbs (see page 69). The Netherlands, in particular, is at
the forefront of the movement, with the country aiming for a fully circular economy
by 2050, with a 50% reduction in the use of primary raw materials by 2030. The
mood of the conference was in part driven by the UK government and its promise to
mandate better buildings through new regulations. While there was barely a mention
of Grenfell Tower, the consequences of Dame Judith Hackitt’s recommendations
following the fire were evident in the debates.
With the government committed to carrying out the recommendations in Building
a Safer Future – it published its implementation plan in December – there was a sense
that the industry would no longer be allowed to drag its feet in assuring quality. It was
encouraging to see the strong governmental presence at the show, with a seemingly
keen desire to understand what the industry requires to achieve climate change goals.
To understand the enormity of the challenge the industry faces in improving
building performance, read our case study on the retrofitting of Transport for
London’s (TfL) landmark Palestra building (see page 32). Like many large offices,
Palestra is a complex building with a mix of heating and cooling technology. When
TfL took over the building, it vowed to improve its DEC from the lowest possible
rating of G. By the beginning of 2019, it had achieved a D, which, in 2018, equated to
energy savings of more than £400,000.
Reading about the tenacity of the TfL team and its determination to overcome
engineering challenges to optimise Palestra, you can understand why its FM
team was named Facilities Management Team of the Year at the CIBSE Building
Performance Awards in February.

Hannah Williams, mechanical engineer, Atkins
Ant Wilson, director, Aecom
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desi n of a su er low loss communal
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detailed
desi n commissionin and ost
occu anc monitorin
ead our feature on ar rove at
bit.ly/CJApr19Agar

UK must eliminate
emissions from buildings
Funding needed for low carbon
heating beyond 2021, says CCC
The UK will not meet legally binding
environmental targets without the ‘near
complete elimination’ of greenhouse
gas emissions from buildings, the
Parliamentary Committee on Climate
Change (CCC) has said. This includes
no new homes being connected to the
gas grid from 2025 – a recommendation
endorsed by Chancellor Philip Hammond
in his Spring Statement (page 8).
In its report UK housing: Fit for the
future?, the CCC says the UK Climate
Change Act target of reducing emissions
to 80% of 1990 levels by 2050 had not
been helped by government U-turns and
sudden policy changes that have created
a skills gap. This has led to a stalling
of energy efficiency gains in housing,
while around 4.5 million homes suffer
from overheating. Water scarcity and
increased temperatures could also lead
to unsafe and unhealthy living conditions,
the report said.
The committee’s chair, Lord Deben,
attacked the government for withdrawing
low carbon policies such as the zero
carbon homes scheme, which he said

would cut energy costs for households.
Housing accounts for 14% of UK
emissions, and the CCC report said
energy consumption rose in 2016 and has
since plateaued.
Deben added that the government
should pledge funding for low carbon
heating beyond 2021 and give local
authorities greater resources to plan and
design new homes. He also called for a
nationwide training programme as part
of the Industrial Strategy’s Construction
Sector Deal, which includes £420m to
help the built environment sector halve
the energy use of new buildings by 2030.
The CCC says new homes should not be
connected to the gas grid after 2025

Brexit blamed for dip in
construction activity
Construction activity went into reverse in
February, for the first time in 11 months, as a
result of ‘Brexit anxiety’, according to a survey
from IHS Markit/CIPS, which measures the
activity of buyers across the sector.
Its UK Construction Total Activity Index
registered 49.5 in February – the first time
it has gone below the 50 ‘no change’ mark
since March 2018. A fall in commercial and
civil engineering work was blamed, with
residential the only sector still growing.
IHS Markit’s economics associate director,
Tim Moore, said clients had delayed decisions
on building projects because of concerns over
Brexit. ‘Risk aversion in the commercial subcategory has exerted a downward influence
on workloads throughout the year so far. This
reflects softer business spending on fixed
assets such as industrial units, offices and
retail space,’ Moore said.
He added that there were reports that
‘fragile housing market confidence’ had begun
to act as a brake on residential work. ‘This
leaves the construction sector increasingly
reliant on large-scale infrastructure projects
for growth over the year ahead.’
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IN BRIEF
Homes plan prompts
call for biodiversity
More than 20 business leaders
have written to the Chancellor of
the Exchequer, Philip Hammond,
urging him to put biodiversity in
the built environment at the heart
of economic growth.
In response to a consultation
by the Department for
Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs, 23 organisations said the
Environment Bill – introduced last
December – should include policies
on environmental restoration
and regeneration built around
biodiversity, water and air quality.
They said plans to build 300,000
homes a year during the 2020s was
a chance to promote the protection
and enhancement of natural
resources and reduce waste.

‘Guaranteed savings’
at leisure centres
Utilities provider Veolia is working
with council-backed charity
Glasgow Life to increase energy
efficiency, save money and cut
carbon emissions. It is to deliver
an energy performance contract
under the Scottish Non-Domestic
Energy Efficiency framework
that will guarantee savings of
more than £106,000 per year and
1.7 GWh of grid electricity demand.
The savings will come from
energy-efficiency improvements
at the Scotstoun, Gorbals and
Bellahouston leisure centres.
Veolia will deliver building
management system upgrades,
install variable speed drives and
retrofit lighting across the sites.
Bellahouston will also gain low
carbon heat and electricity from
a 125kWe combined heat and
power unit designed to reduce CO2
emissions by 200 tonnes per year.

Air pollution blamed
for more deaths
Between 28,000 and 36,000
deaths a year in the UK could be
attributed to long-term exposure
to air pollution, according to Public
Health England. Its report has
called for a fundamental redesign
of cities to ensure buildings are
further from roads and there is
more hedge planting to screen off
sources of pollution.
Air pollution is the biggest
environmental threat to health in
the UK, the report added, and there
was strong evidence linking it to a
range of health conditions.

Chancellor outlines measures
to slash home-energy use
New Future Homes Standard will require
homes to have non-fossil fuel heating
and high insulation levels
New housing will use 50% less energy by 2030
under plans unveiled by the Chancellor, Philip
Hammond, in his Spring Statement.
All homes built from 2025 will be required to
have non-fossil fuel heating and ‘world-beating’
levels of insulation as part of a new Future
Homes Standard, said the Chancellor, who also
pledged to increase the proportion of ‘green
gases’ carried by the country’s grid.
‘The challenge of shaping a carbon-neutral
economy of the future is pressing,’ Hammond
told the House of Commons.
‘We must apply the creativity of the
marketplace to one of the most complex
problems of our time – climate change – and

build sustainability into the heart of our
economic model.’
The Chancellor also announced a £44bn
programme to deliver 300,000 new homes
every year by the mid-2020s, and a £3bn
scheme to deliver 30,000 affordable homes
a year. The government is determined to fix
the broken housing market,’ he said. ‘Building
more homes in the right places is critical to
unlocking productivity growth and makes
housing more affordable.’
There will also be three million ‘high-quality’
apprenticeships to ensure the country has the
skills needed to deliver on these promises, with
a £700m package of reforms to help small and
medium-sized businesses recruit apprentices
from this month, added Hammond.
The Association for Decentralised Energy
welcomed the statement, with its director, Tim
Rotheray, declaring that the decarbonisation of
heat should ‘be a priority for the government’.
‘We have had great success in decarbonising
power and now must turn our attention to
heat, which accounts for 35% of our carbon
emissions,’ said Rotheray.
New homes built
from 2025 will be
required to have high
insulation levels

Foundation launches guide to help
housebuilders specify battery systems
The NHBC Foundation has published guidance to help builders select energy-storage battery systems
for homes. Its Watts in store? Introduction to energy-storage batteries for homes guide (NF83) offers
information on key aspects of battery selection. According to the NHBC Foundation, this will help
specifiers ask the right uestions of manufacturers so systems can meet the reasonable expectations
of homeowners’.
‘While inclusion of a battery system is currently a choice – driven either by home buyers, who are
increasingly aware of the leading brands, or by housebuilders, who see a marketing advantage in
offering a battery system their potential benefits to householders and to the efficiency of national
energy supply are significant,’ said the publishers.
■ The guide is available to download for free at www.nhbcfoundation.org
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Education sector to
avoid downturn

DfE to standardise schools so
one si e ts man but not all
Department to ‘commoditise’ school
buildings by breaking them into clusters
The Department for Education (DfE) is to
launch a framework for the delivery of schools
using offsite construction methods. MMC1
will come out ‘in the middle of this year’,
said the DfE’s Bryan Evans at the Futurebuild
conference in March.
In preparation for this framework, the DfE
is developing the Generation 5 standardised
design solution for primary schools, which can
be applied to a wide range of modern offsite
construction techniques. The standardised
solution will be developed and rolled out to
include other school types.
Evans said the DfE’s approach is to
‘commoditise school buildings’, and to develop
a standardised offsite module chassis and even
standardised elevations.
He said the idea was to break the school’s
schedule of accommodation into ‘workable
suites’ and then break the suites into teaching

and learning clusters. These will be based on
a standard set of spaces, which can then be
reconfigured to suit individual sites and schools.
‘It’s a way of standardising bespoke,’ Evans
added one si e fits many, but not one si e
fits all’.
This approach will give the DfE the chance
to standardise its furniture, fixtures and
equipment. ‘We’ve looked at standardisation
of teaching walls and even back-of-classroom
storage – not just for layout, but for robustness,
fire and acoustics,’ Evans said. We are even
looking at whether we can standardise
on a school door that meets acoustic and
fire re uirements.’
For building services, ‘standardisation means
we don’t have to do lighting calculations every
single day of the week’, Evans added. ‘It will
also make the measurement of energy easier;
as buildings become smarter, we can monitor
and track energy use, and work with schools to
drive efficiency.’
See page 30 for more on Futurebuild.

New group aims to accelerate offsite
construction of primary schools
An industry consortium funded by Innovate UK has been set up to increase the use of offsite
construction in the design and building of primary schools.
The Seismic Consortium is managed by construction consultants Blacc and includes the design
practice Bryden Wood, the Manufacturing Technology Centre MTC , and offsite firms Elliott
and The McAvoy Group. It will carry out a programme of research and development to produce
standardised offsite solutions, in a bid to increase productivity and efficiency, drive down costs, and
reduce lead times in the delivery of primary schools.
‘Our aim is to develop a series of components to enable multiple offsite specialists to achieve
unprecedented economies of scale and efficiency in manufacturing,’ said Blacc director Richard
Crosby. ‘This will bring greater stability, predictability and transparency to the procurement process.’
One of the solutions in development is the creation of a digital tool to accelerate the initial design
phase for new primary schools. This web-based app, which can be used by teaching professionals,
will configure a primary school building on a specific site, in line with DfE re uirements, and using a
standardised offsite solution.

Market forecaster Glenigan says
the education sector will avoid the
worst impacts of a downturn in the
construction industry. It expects
the underlying value of education
to slip marginally this year, but to
bounce back strongly in 2020.
‘Universities’ development
plans and rising secondary school
pupil numbers promise to drive
investment in expanded and new
higher education and secondary
school facilities,’ said Glenigan’s
economics director Allan Wilén.
The planning pipeline for
the education sector remains
strong; after a 5% fall in 2017, the
underlying value of education
projects securing planning
permission rose by 13% last year.

Apprenticeship
partnership launched
Steven Hunt & Associates is
to launch a multidisciplinary
apprenticeship scheme this
autumn, in partnership with
Liverpool John Moores University.
In a pilot, six students from the
region will embark on a 24-month
placement programme. They will
each spend two months gaining
experience across the builtenvironment sector, including
training as structural engineers,
quantity surveyors, M&E
engineers, architects, and main
contractors. Students will then
be able to choose which profession
they prefer, before embarking on
a full degree apprenticeship.

Rehau launches
offsite guide
A new offsite construction guide
has been published by Rehau to
help M&E contractors and building
services engineers. The guide
focuses on three applications
currently experiencing growth –
bathroom pods, utility cupboards
and volumetric modular – while
detailing the many features
and benefits of working with
prefabrication and pre-assembly.
HVAC product integration, and
the considerations for heating and
plumbing products when used in
offsite construction, are explored.
Benefits such as the need for fewer
joints in pipe runs, durability of
materials, space saving, and quick
and easy installation, are also
discussed. Download the guide at
www.rehau.uk/buildyourlegacy
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Dawnus could be
‘Welsh Carillion’
The Dawnus Group, which
employed 700 people across
six regional offices and 44
construction sites, collapsed into
administration last month.
Administrators from Grant
Thornton said the company had
been struggling with ‘a wide
variety of challenges’ and industry
observers fear the knock-on effect
on subcontractors could turn
Dawnus into a ‘Welsh Carillion’.
‘Nearly all the work carried
out by Dawnus was outsourced
to SMEs, which will now bear
the brunt of the losses,’ said
Catharine Griffiths-Williams,
national executive officer at latepayment campaigner SEC Group
Wales/Cymru.

‘No evidence’ that
22°C is best for offices
Facilities managers should not
‘blindly’ apply air conditioning
set points to achieve a fixed
temperature of 22°C in offices,
according to an Australian survey.
Researchers from Griffith’s
School of Engineering and Built
Environment and the Cities
Research Institute said their
study – published in the report
Effects of moderate thermal
environments on cognitive
performance: A multidisciplinary
review – produced ‘no evidence’ to
support that figure.
They found that human
cognitive performance remains
broadly the same across a wide
range of temperatures and
only deteriorates at extremes.
They suggested a ‘safe range’
of between 23°C and 26°C for
Western countries.

‘Smart’ AC market
set to treble in size
The European market for smart air
conditioning will grow threefold,
to €130m, by 2023, according to a
new report from BSRIA.
Improving service and
maintenance is the main driver,
with chillers representing the
largest smart product sector.
However, BSRIA said smart
solutions for VRF and air handling
units were also available.
Its research revealed that most
of the largest air conditioning
manufacturers either already
offered a smart solution or were
planning to introduce one.

CITB predicts jobs boom
if Brexit deal is agreed

Annual industry growth of 1.3% forecast,
but skills shortage still threat
Training body CITB has predicted the creation
of an extra 168,500 construction jobs over the
next five years, despite the impact of Brexit.
Its annual Construction Skills Network report
forecasts average annual industry growth of
1.
until 202 , although this is dependent
on the UK securing a deal with the European
Union. Construction employment is expected
to reach 2. 9m in 202
ust 2 lower than its
peak in 2008.

Assuming that a deal is agreed, we expect
low, but positive growth for construction,’ said
CITB policy director Steve Radley.
‘Even as infrastructure slows, sectors such
as public housing, and repair and maintenance
are strengthening.
This will see the number of construction
obs increase over the next five years,
creating growing opportunities for careers in
construction and increasing the importance of
tackling the skills pressures we face.’
The skills shortage is, however, ‘the single
biggest issue keeping construction employers
awake at night’, according to Brian Berry, chief
executive of the Federation of Master Builders.
‘If we’re going to address this skills gap
post-Brexit, the whole industry needs to
step up and expand their training initiatives,’
he said. Even sole traders can offer shortterm work experience placements and
large companies should be aiming to
ensure at least
of their workforce is
trainees or apprentices.’
However, Berry added that UK construction
could not survive on domestic workers
alone’. He called for the government to
amend its immigration white paper so that
Level 2 tradespeople, who play a vital role in
the sector’ are not barred from entering the
country after Brexit.

Interserve claims it’s ‘business as usual’
Despite being placed in administration, outsourcing giant Interserve says it is business as usual’ for its
operating arms and subcontractors.
The firm’s assets have been bought by a group of its lenders, who have renamed the company
Interserve Group. They said only the parent company had collapsed wiping out the financial interests
of its shareholders but the operating firms remained solvent. However, any firms in contract with
the now defunct parent group, Interserve, have been designated as creditors and told to lodge claims
with the administrator, E . The company’s 1. bn turnover support services arm is also the sub ect of
buyout interest from rivals Serco and Mitie.
Interserve, which was founded in 188 , has ,000 staff in more than 0 countries. Around 200
subcontractors work for it in the U . CEO Debbie
White said it was fundamentally a strong business
and, with a competitive financial platform in place, we
see significant opportunities ahead’. However, SEC
Group chief executive Professor Rudi Klein said this
was another example of the financial models used by
large outsourcing firms posing an ever-present and
potentially very damaging risk to their supply chains’.
The GMB union said it was time to turn the
tide on the disastrous experiment’ of outsourcing
public services. Ministers have learned absolutely
nothing from the Carillion fiasco and are hell-bent on
outsourcing public sector contracts,’ said its national
officer evin Brandstatter. Shambolic mismanagement
is putting obs on the line and services in eopardy.’
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Lighting for Education
LUX Manufacturer
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Eversfield School

Find out how Tamlite can educate you on lighting.
Visit tamlite.co.uk/education
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CIBSE NEWS
BK Gulf and Aurecon triumph in
first CIBSE UAE regional awards

Thomas Craig wins Young Engineer Award and Aurecon
crowned Consultant of the Year at Dubai event
The CIBSE UAE Region held it’s annual dinner and awards in
February, and for the first time presented awards recognising
engineers, consultants and contractors in the Gulf Cooperation
Council GCC area. Thomas Craig, from Black and White
Engineering, won the Young Engineer Award, while BK Gulf was
Contractor of the Year and Aurecon Consultant of the Year.
Reid Donovan, chair of CIBSE UAE opened the Dubai event, which
was then presided over by ournalist and broadcaster Richard Dean.

Recording your
CPD is now easier
The CIBSE Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) log has been
updated, to make it more intuitive
and easier for you to keep a record
of your CPD.
Undertaking CPD is a
fundamental part of being a
professional engineer. Chartered
engineers make a commitment
to maintain their competence,
and to record that development.
From January this year, new
guidance from the Engineering
Council has made recording of
CPD mandatory for registered
engineers and technicians.
CIBSE offers a range of CPD
opportunities, including modules
within each Journal. It also runs
training sessions, www.cibse.org/
training, and the companies in the
CIBSE CPD directory offer courses
that have been reviewed by CIBSE
to ensure a high standard.
For guidance on CPD and how to
record it, visit www.cibse.org/cpd

CIBSE President Stephen Lisk asked the attendees: ‘Do we really
want to lead change ’, before adding Tonight, I know that by
being in the room you are committed to leading positive change,
and I thank you for it. In addition, there are other changes we are
experiencing now – the climate and our impact on it, along with
geopolitical tension.’
Contractors are also having to grapple with the rapid pace of
technological change and artificial intelligence. Professional
engineering institutions, facilities management and architects
working on pro ects must talk to each other, from design through to
handover,’ Lisk said.
Simon Penney, Her Ma esty’s Trade Commissioner for the
Middle East, Afghanistan and Pakistan, oined Dean on stage for a
conversation on his long-standing career in banking and finance,
and the lessons he has learned from the private sector.
‘In terms of trade, approximately two-thirds is export goods
and one-third exported services,’ said Penney. We recognise
that services are the best way into a country, so service providers
are the first in terms of pro ects and they typically are there right
through transactions.’
Speaking about Brexit, Penney added It has little impact on
the region and does not have any material impact per se. With
reference to its exports, the United Kingdom is a world leader in
pharmaceuticals and the industry will not be affected.’

Officer and Board Member
candidates sought for 2020
CIBSE President
Elect Lynne Jack

CIBSE introduced an enhanced nominations
process last year, to identify candidates
for Institution Officer and Board Member
positions. Under this process, the CIBSE
Nominations Panel will give consideration
to all potential candidates who have
been put forward, with nominations and
appointments subse uently made by the
Board of the Institution.
To make the process effective, it is
important that the Nominations Panel has
a wide and diverse range of candidates

re ecting all sections of the Institution
for consideration. So the Panel welcomes
suggestions from CIBSE members
for potential volunteers who could be
considered for Elected Board Member
positions or the role of President Elect.
There is also an opportunity to suggest
candidates for election to the consultative
Council of the Institution.
The Nominations Panel will meet during
the summer and give full consideration to
all suggestions received, before making
recommendations to the Board for vacancies
arising at the 2020 AGM.
Further information about the process,
eligibility re uirements for candidates, and
the roles and responsibilities can be found at
www.cibse.org/nominations
A form is also available on the website
and should be completed in respect of any
potential candidate you wish to suggest,
to ensure the Panel has sufficient information
to consider them fully. To meet this year’s
timetable, all suggestions and completed
forms should be emailed to jwigglesworth@
cibse.org by Wednesday 1 May 2019.
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Join the
#IamCIBSE
campaign
New campaign aims to boost
building services online profile

Last month CIBSE launched its new
#IamCIBSE campaign, designed
to raise the profile of CIBSE and the
building services industry. To highlight
the fantastic work that its members,
volunteers and building services
professionals are doing on a daily
basis, CIBSE needs your help. Visit
www.cibse.org/IamCIBSE for details on
how to get involved or head to page 58 to
fill in an #IamCIBSE sign.

Fund boosted by generosity of
Western Australia and Scotland
The Western Australia Chapter of the Australia and New Zealand Region donated £5,455 to
the CIBSE Benevolent Fund in 2018 – the largest donation ever received from a CIBSE region.
The money was raised by Christmas lunches over a number of years.
CIBSE would also like to make special mention of a donation of £2,526 from Scotland, which
is consistently the most generous CIBSE region.
The Benevolent Fund helps current CIBSE members and their immediate family, as well
as former members and their dependants, who are in need – whether through sickness,
bereavement or financial hardship. It can make regular payments to supplement pensions and
other income sources, as well as offer assistance towards the cost of essential home repairs.
Although CIBSE has grown considerably over the past few years, the number of clients
to the fund has remained relatively constant. It appears that not all members are aware of
the service it offers. We would ask members to keep an eye out for those in need and help us to
get in touch with them. Initial contact to the
Perth in Western Australia
fund can be made by emailing Stuart Brown
at CIBSE headquarters, SBrown@cibse.org
The fund relies heavily on the CIBSE
regions for help and support, and has
almoners in all the regions except the United
Arab Emirates and Hong Kong. A full list
of almoners, with their email addresses, is
available in the Benevolent Fund section of
the CIBSE website.
The fund has reserves, but dividends only
produce about one-third of its income, so
it relies on donations from members and
regions – and we are very grateful for all
that we have received.
Grants awarded increased from £37,550
in 2016 to £45,532 in 2017, while the fund’s
income for 2017 was just more than £60k,
an increase of £8k on the previous year. Go
to www.cibse.org/cibse-benevolent-fund

Commissioning
terms explained
A new publication on common
definitions for the commissioning
process is available for free to
CIBSE members.
Commissioning Definitions
and Terminology for the Building
Industry: A Common Overview
was prepared by ASHRAE,
which has the copyright with
CIBSE and the Italian association
of air conditioning, heating and
refrigeration, AiCarr. It draws
on definitions and terminology
that appear in their respective
commissioning publications, and
aims to develop the first collective
work on the topic.
Commissioning ensures that a
system is designed and operated
as intended. It also helps achieve
larger goals of: sustainable design
and operation; life-cycle cost
effectiveness; efficient use of
investments; minimising overall
maintenance and utility costs;
component-life reliability; and
performance expectations.
The document offers an
extensive list of terminology
and, where possible, proposes
a common definition. It is a first
step to establishing a basis for
international communication,
and can be downloaded as a
PDF from the CIBSE Knowledge
Portal – free to members, or £20.
www.cibse.org/knowledge
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New members, fellows and associates
FELLOWS
Abulhawa, Mousa Daoud
Thornleigh, Australia
Chan, Pak Cheung

Diamantis, Georgios
London, United Kingdom

Lee, Chor Lam Simon
Tai Po, Hong Kong

Ferguson, Gregor
Potton, United Kingdom

Curto, Enrico
Salford, United Kingdom

Brennan, Francis
London, United Kingdom

Tang, Ho Yin
Yuen Long, Hong Kong

Papadopoulos, Ioannis
London, United Kingdom

Kowloon, Hong Kong
Moloney, Eimear

Tsang, Ning Lung
Tsui Lam, Hong Kong

Malmesbury, United Kingdom
Howe, Stuart James

Wan, Ho Yan, Catherine
Tai Po, Hong Kong

Robertsbridge, United Kingdom
Yue, Wai Pui

Au, Kin Keung
Kowloon, Hong Kong

Tseung Kwan O, Hong Kong

MEMBER

Lloyd, Timothy Fieldhouse
Southampton, United Kingdom

Sparks, Jonathan
Bristol, United Kingdom

Ku, Ka Hong Derek
Kwai Chung, Hong Kong

Ewings, Richard Mark
Bristol, United Kingdom

Pang, Kwok Keung
Tseun Wan, Hong Kong

Day, Adam
Sproughton, United Kingdom

Pearson, James William
Bristol, United Kingdom

Smith, Vincent John
Guernsey, United Kingdom

Lyons, Neil
Plymouth, United Kingdom

Ibrahim, Kareem
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Oni, Opeoluwa Ayodeji
Ratchtevee, Thailand
Webb, Caroline Elizabeth
London, United Kingdom
Hopkins, Ross Matthew
Cheltenham, United Kingdom
Luk, Pui Nang
Island East, Hong Kong
Lau, Yiu Wa
Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Li, Ho Man
Ho Man Tin, Hong Kong
Wong, Wai Leung
Tai Wai, Hong Kong

Lee, Yan In
Tai Kok Tsui, Hong Kong
Awasi, Mel
Doha, Qatar

Hood, Scott
Larbert, United Kingdom
Magner, Colin David
Solihull, United Kingdom

Ahmed, Adeel
Didcot, United Kingdom

Scott, David Dennis William
Sherfield-on-Loddon,
United Kingdom

Alfakara, Alaa
London, United Kingdom

Elamin, Rayan
Leeds, United Kingdom

Bakhet, Osama Abdelaziz
Mohamed
Stratford-upon-Avon,
United Kingdom

Cousins, Alexandra
Birmingham, United Kingdom

ASSOCIATE

Yip, Ka Chuen
Shau Kei Wan, Hong Kong

Fleming, Jack
Bristol, United Kingdom

Cheung, Kin Sing
Shau Kei Wan, Hong Kong

Hunt, Josh
Exeter, United Kingdom

Ross, Carlton
Ellicott City, United States

Williams, Paul Steven
Weston-super-Mare,
United Kingdom

Papathanasopoulos, Stefanos
London, United Kingdom

Olando, Gordon
Nairobi, Kenya

Canta, Antonietta
London, United Kingdom

Cheng, Chak Kit
Kwai Chung, Hong Kong

Chan, Wing Hong
Tin Shui Wai, Hong Kong

Wadeson, Craig David
North Warnborough,
United Kingdom

Sanvido, Mauro
Glasgow, United Kingdom

Lee, Ka Chun
Central, Hong Kong

Tse, Yu Yee
Tai Wai, Hong Kong

Jarvis, Leah
Plymouth, United Kingdom

Kawuma, Isaac
Kampala, Uganda

LICENTIATE
Ghoora, Ajaychand
Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Rigby, Billy
Sidcup, United Kingdom
Jerrard, Nicholas James
Bournemouth,United Kingdom
Recio, Ana
Bristol, United Kingdom
Court, Steven Christopher
Redditch, United Kingdom
O’Brien, Terry
Leavedson, United Kingdom
Dickens, Ryan
Liverpool, United Kingdom
Thompson, Grant Lloyd
Bristol, United Kingdom

» Reliable cooling for the
safety of your data centre «
HTK

Hybrid High Performance
Hybrid Dry Cooler

ADC

Hybrid Blue
Adiabatic Dry Cooler

JAEGGI – The Original
Since 1929, JAEGGI has been engaged in the development, production and sale of heat exchangers.
As part of the Güntner Group and as the inventor of the hybrid dry cooler, the company is also the
technology and market leader in hybrid cooling. Our heat exchangers, offering a capacity of up to
4 MW, are tested for hygiene conformity and aerosol emissions.

www.jaeggi-hybrid.eu

The ISO 9001 quality management system guarantees our customers
premium quality and maximum reliability anywhere in the world.
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VITOCROSSAL 100
Easy to move and install, ﬂoorstanding gas condensing boiler
designed especially for compact plant rooms
The Vitocrossal 100 is a compact
gas-ﬁred condensing boiler with one of
the smallest footprints in the market.
It is perfect for smaller plant rooms and
applications, especially when replacing
boilers in conﬁned spaces.
It combines proven Viessmann
technology with a brand-new
stainless-steel heat exchanger, robust
MatriX cylinder burner and Lambda Pro
combustion controller.
www.viessmann.co.uk/vitocrossal100

Single unit 80 - 318 kW
Twin boiler up to 636 kW
NOx <24mg/kWh
(2 Credit Points)*

NOx

6 Bar pressure

Pre-wired &
pre-assembled

Lambda Pro Combustion
control

Stainless steel heat
exchanger

Width from 680 mm

* In line with ‘BREEAM UK New Construction 2018 –
Technical Manual’ assessment criteria

WINNER
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FEEDBACK
Could updated night-storage
heaters be the future of
residential heating?

allow those British nationals to apply for residency in the
UK. Many building services engineers in Hong Kong are
also Chartered Engineers in the UK, so are immediately
ualified to work here. Engineering standards in the U
and Hong Kong also bear a strong resemblance.
If the UK fails to offer such visas to talented engineers
from Hong Kong, they may choose to migrate elsewhere.
Sam Fan MCIBSE

CIBSE LinkedIn Building Simulation
Group discusses 'frozen geometry'
Was there ever a subject more likely to set an engineer's
keyboard a ame than fro en geometry’. When
geometry does settle down, are you still wrestling with
room data in several disparate sources? Room names in
your schedules, in your MEP Revit, in the thermal model,
and a fully renumbered architectural scheme? How do
you reconcile this problem?
Chris Yates

Residential heating goes back to the future
and a potential solution to the skills gap
Heat electric

Join the conversation
We want to hear
from you. Talk to us.
@CIBSEJournal ■
CIBSE LinkedIn ■
www.cibse.org ■

Subscribe to
our newsletter
Receive our top stories
about building services
engineering. Sign up at

cibsejournal.com

I would like to propose the future of residential heating:
night storage heaters, plus decent home insulation and
(night-time) immersion-heated tanks for hot water.
I don’t mean the awful 1970s versions; I mean units with
excellent insulation, digital thermostat control and –
crucially – smartphone-app control.
The storage heaters would charge up overnight or
whenever we have excess low carbon electricity, but the
insulation and smartphone app would give the resident
temperature and time control for each room. This would
get homes off gas (saving the standing charge), give far
better control than thermostatic radiator valves, and
shift the load to off-peak times – all for a much smaller
capital cost than a switch to a heat pump.
I’d also like to suggest that electric cars be renamed
‘house batteries with wheels’. Cars are only driven, on
average, for one hour a day, so – for 96% of the time
– they are plugged in, acting as batteries. Rather than
being an extra load on the grid, they offer the exibility
it needs to increase the percentage of renewables.
Matt Gitsham
Principal energy consultant – sustainability, buildings
and places, Aecom

Hong Kong could close Brexit skills gap

Before the handover of Hong Kong, the British
Nationality Selection Scheme (BNSS) was established
to allow talented Hong Kong citizens to apply for full
British citizenship. However, British National (Overseas)
passport holders born in the 1970s, 80s and 90s are
unable to benefit from the BNSS, as it ended in 199 .
There may be a dearth of engineers in the UK after
Brexit, so the government should resume the BNSS to

Indeed, Chris. An agreed protocol for room naming
(maybe a centralised schedule or register) should be set
up at project inception, to which all parties in the design
team must adhere. If any changes are required, it would
have to be carried out via a formal change request.
Nzube Igwume MCIBSE
Some immutable reference – a ‘design ID’ like the
primary key of records in a database table – would be
the simplest approach, although there may be other,
more ‘meta data’ approaches.
Chris Yates
With BIM it should be getting better, as the premise is
that data exists in one place. There are also standards
that cover this. ISO 4157-2 covers Room Naming
and Numbering. If this was quoted in an Employer's
Information Requirements (EIRs) or BIM Execution
Plan, this problem should go away. Online databases are
useful and there is software that can take care of this.
Carl Collins
My experience is that data does not exist in one place.
Revit has Rooms for architects and Spaces for engineers.
Engineering calculations can be in a spreadsheet, a
thermal model or on paper. Lighting consultants may
prefer to use Dialux and there are a host of acoustic
applications. ISO 4157-2 could be better, but at least
it's a standard. Like you say, room numbering deserves
attention in the EIRs.
Chris Yates

CIBSE Journal welcomes readers’ letters, opinions, news stories,
events listings, and proposals for articles.
Please send all material for possible publication to:
editor@cibsejournal.com
or write to: Alex Smith, editor, CIBSE Journal, CPL, 1 Cambridge
Technopark, Newmarket Road, Cambridge CB5 8PB, UK.
We reserve the right to edit all letters.
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| HYWEL DAVIES

Back to the future
In February, the CCC gave a detailed analysis of the unreadiness of UK
homes to handle climate change, while the Chancellor subsequently
announced a new Future Homes Standard. Hywel Davies reports

I

n February the Committee on Climate
Change (CCC) released a 135-page report
on the readiness of our housing stock to
cope with the consequences of a changing
climate. It does not make very easy reading,
concluding that our homes are far from
ready, and that much work is needed to
reduce the contribution of the places where
we live to UK carbon emissions.
With homes accounting for 15% of UK
emissions, and the appliances in them
a further 4%, the CCC makes a detailed
case for the rapid decarbonisation of our
dwellings. It calls for a significant shift to
low carbon heating, for no new homes to
be connected to the gas grid from 2025,
for a significant programme of energy
refurbishment of existing houses, and for
the Treasury to explore potential financial
support for energy efficiency works.
Saying that ‘homes of the future are
needed today’, the committee adds that
‘decarbonising and adapting the UK’s
housing stock is critical for meeting
legally binding emissions targets by
2050 and preparing for the impacts of
climate change. The UK government,
householders and developers need to
implement policies and measures now that ensure new and
existing homes are fit for the future’.
The committee acknowledges that reductions in
emissions from UK housing have stalled, noting that
efforts to adapt the housing stock for higher temperatures,
flooding and water scarcity are falling far behind the
increase in risk from the changing climate. Government’s
own research shows all new-build homes are at risk of
overheating, and household water consumption needs to
fall from around 140 litres per person per day to well below
100 by 2050 to reduce the risks of future water scarcity.
The report argues that we cannot meet our 2050 target
(or future ambitions for net-zero emissions) without a
near complete decarbonisation of how we heat our homes.
Retrofitting measures offer substantial opportunities to
address climate risks; the CCC says that the ‘quality, design
and use of homes across the UK must be improved now
to address the challenges of climate change. Doing so will
also improve health, wellbeing and comfort, including for
vulnerable groups’.
The report says the forthcoming reviews of Building
Regulations are an opportunity to make sure new homes
are built for the future, and are low carbon and energy

efficient, have safe moisture levels and
excellent indoor environmental quality,
and are climate resilient.
The report identifies five priorities for
government action to deliver:
Low carbon, energy efficient homes
that use heat pumps, and a fully fledged
heat strategy with a clear trajectory of
standards set well in advance, funding for
low carbon heat from 2021, and incentives
for householders.
Thermal comfort, ventilation
and indoor air quality, using existing
technology to deliver homes that stay
warm in winter and cool in summer, are
‘moisture-safe’ and have excellent indoor
air quality. This requires a holistic approach
to design, build and retrofit, standards for
overheating, and passive cooling used in
preference to air conditioning. Ventilation
regulations must keep pace with
improvements in energy efficiency and be
better coordinated with Part L.
Electrical energy efficiency, flexibility
and peak management to reduce energy
demand for hot water and appliances,
by insulating hot-water tanks and pipes,
installing hot-water thermostats and low
energy lighting, and using highly efficient appliances.
Batteries and smart appliances will allow householders to
use energy more flexibly, and help shift consumption away
from the peak.
More focus on the whole-life carbon impact of
new homes, including both embodied and sequestered
carbon, with a substantial increase in the use of wood in
construction to displace high-carbon materials such as
cement and steel.
Lower water use in homes to enhance water-supply
resilience through water-efficiency measures, increased
metering, compulsory water-efficiency labelling, improved
behaviours and more ambitious Building Regulations. Also,
better alignment of water and energy-retrofit programmes.
The CCC makes 36 recommendations to government for
action, more than half relating to the Building Regulations.
However, with a review of Parts L and F – including work
on overheating – now under way, there is a significant
opportunity to be seized. And, if that was not enough, the
Chancellor’s Spring Statement announced that a ‘Future
Homes Standard [is] to be introduced by 2025, futureproofing new-build homes with low carbon heating and
world-leading levels of energy efficiency’.

“We cannot
meet our 2050
target without a
near complete
decarbonisation
of how we heat
our homes”

■
DR HYWEL DAVIES
is technical
director at CIBSE
www.cibse.org
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| JULIE GODEFROY

Building design: a
whole-carbon approach
To promote further understanding of how carbon should be minimised
during a building’s lifetime, CIBSE co-hosted sessions at Futurebuild on
embodied and operational carbon. Julie Godefroy outlines key outcomes
Guidance on reducing embodied
and operational carbon

C

■
JULIE GODEFROY
is technical manager
at CIBSE

IBSE advocates reducing total carbon
emissions, including operational and
embodied carbon. While our focus
has been on operational carbon because of
its predominance in the built environment
and the core expertise of our members,
we believe both matter and published
CIBSE TM56 in 2014, as a guide to resource
efficiency in building services.
Operational carbon needs continued
attention to improve the existing stock and avoid creating
buildings that lock us into a high carbon future. Pitting it
against embodied carbon is unhelpful, so CIBSE organised
two sessions at Futurebuild, in collaboration with the Edge,
to focus on ‘no regret’ solutions and key opportunities.
The expert speakers came up with a range of
recommendations and advice on cutting carbon:

HEALTH AND WELLBEING IN BSERT – CALL FOR PAPERS
The Building Services Engineering Research and Technology (BSERT) journal
is planning a special issue on health and wellbeing in January 2020, and is
calling for research papers from academia, or from practitioners collaborating
with academia.
The following themes are of particular interest:
■ Assessing the impact of the built environment on health and wellbeing, so that best
practice can be rewarded through the regulatory framework or other incentives
■ It is sometimes said that ‘your facilities manager is more important for your health
than your GP’. If this is the case, how can we help FM teams deliver good indoor
environments? What are the responsibilities and opportunities for designers?
■ Engaging with users on the health agenda: what is the right balance of information,
automation and user control? How can we effectively communicate sometimes
con icting messages, such as the impacts of opening windows on noise, air uality
and thermal comfort?
■ Interactions between outdoor and indoor environments
■ Designing for vulnerable population groups, including people with pre-existing health
conditions, the elderly and the young
■ Methodologies and e uipment for monitoring environmental conditions and their
impact on health and wellbeing outcomes
■ entilation for energy efficiency, air uality and thermal comfort
■ nnovations in air uality for e ample, gaseous filters, building materials and the
impact of plants
■ elivering both environmental and health and wellbeing performance case studies,
synergies and potential con icts.
Abstracts of no more than 300 words should be sent to technical@cibse.org by 30 April
2019. For more details on the call for papers visit bit.ly/CJApr29JG

■ The structure and foundations typically
represent most of the initial embodied
carbon, usually from concrete and steel.
Small improvements here can dwarf
savings elsewhere.
■ Low operational energy buildings tend
to have an efficient shape that reduces
heat losses. This also reduces embodied
carbon through savings in materials
for the envelope, and possibly for the
structure and foundations.
■ Reducing peak loads helps cut
operational carbon, and embodied
carbon through reduced equipment size.
This will become increasingly important
for grid management. Neither peak
loads nor building shape are accounted
for in Part L, but this may change.
■ Reducing construction waste can offer significant
embodied-carbon savings, and have other
environmental, financial and societal benefits.
■ Embodied and whole-life assessments can become
substantial exercises; when this is not possible,
designers can focus on a few real design options to
identify improvements. Assessments also rely on many
assumptions, from the lifetime of a building to the
embodied carbon of materials and products. While
some guidance – such as from RICS – is available,
the answer will often be project-specific and should
be discussed with the client. For example, finding the
balance between incorporating future flexibility and
avoiding over-engineering. Engineers can also help
address the lack of building services data by asking
suppliers for Environmental Product Declarations.
■ There will be a range of implications beyond carbon; for
example, high fabric performance can bring comfort
benefits as well as operational carbon reductions.
CIBSE is looking to expand its guidance on the topic,
including: case studies on reducing embodied carbon from
building services – from reducing peak load and plant
size to avoiding plant altogether or reducing backup plant
provision; and design approaches and procurement models
that facilitate repair and repurposing.
■ Thank you to our speakers at Futurebuild: Kirsten Henson (KLH
Sustainability), Thomas Lefevre (Etude), Simon Sturgis (Targeting
Zero), Clara Bagenal-George (Elementa), Mike Medas (Aecom /
University of Reading), and Gareth Selby (Architype).
■ If you would like to contribute, get in touch at JGodefroy@cibse.org
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TRIM CHARGE INCLUDED!

Protect your business from fluctuating refrigerant prices with
Daikin’s Commission With Confidence service.
Choose from two packages, including commissioning support, supply of R410A trim charge and optional cloud
monitoring, all for a set fee. So you can enjoy complete confidence, while ensuring your VRV system is
commissioned for maximum efficiency.

Standard
COMMISSIONING SUPPORT
CHARGING THE SYSTEM WITH REFRIGERANT
Use Daikin service on site to provide refrigeration
system commissioning assistance with the
supply of the R410A trim charge at a set fee.
We’ll undertake a visible system check and
ensure your VRV successfully completes its test
run and is fully operational.

Find out more at www.daikin.co.uk/confidence
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Premium
COMMISSIONING SUPPORT
CHARGING THE SYSTEM WITH REFRIGERANT
CLOUD MONITORING
Our Premium package offers commissioning
assistance and trim charge just like the Standard
service, plus cloud set up and monitoring for one
year, all included in the price.
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VOICES

| SIMON WYATT

Method acting
After 15 years of mixed results, the Greater London Authority must
take steps to ensure the methodology behind its new London Plan cuts
emissions without exacerbating fuel poverty, says Cundall’s Simon Wyatt

O

ne of the key objectives of the Greater
London Authority’s (GLA’s) London
Plan was to deliver carbon reductions
– so how has it fared in the 15 years since it
was introduced?
To measure success, you need a target,
and the GLA chose to use the Building
Regulations’ National Calculation
Methodology (NCM). This is the same
approach as used for Breeam, and the choice
is unfortunate because the NCM is designed
for compliance, not energy consumption.
By using this methodology, the GLA
underestimated energy use significantly,
sometimes by a factor of three.
The recent introduction of the
Building Better Partnerships’ Design
for Performance (DfP) standard
gives an accurate methodology for
predicting operational energy consumption
and a realistic alternative to the NCM.
Initially, the key requirement of the
London Plan was for renewable energy
generation on site. The easiest and cheapest
way to satisfy this requirement was to
include biomass boilers, but because these
resulted in significant increases in air
pollution, most were never switched on and
were quickly discouraged by the London boroughs.
Wind turbines were a popular alternative – some even
featuring prominently within the architecture of buildings.
However, they failed to deliver the estimated electricity
outputs because of turbulent airflows around buildings, with
some units failing to generate any power.
The focus then shifted to decentralised heat networks
fed by low carbon technologies. For practical and financial
reasons, natural-gas fired combined heat and power (CHP)
units were the prevailing solution. These are classed as low
carbon technologies, though still burn fossil fuels.
As a result, electricity generation through combustion
was reintroduced into London after being phased out in the
1980s because of concerns about local air quality. This led
to a contradiction within the planning process – the energy
officer might be requesting CHP, while the environmental
officer was asking for its removal.

“By using the
NCM, the GLA
underestimated
energy use
significantly,
sometimes by a
factor of three”

Carbon conundrum
■
SIMON WYATT is
sustainability partner
at Cundall

This has been the status quo for the past five years or so,
apart from a brief attempt to maximise low carbon heat
generation through introducing ‘trigeneration’.
The case for carbon reduction from CHP was based on

the large difference between the emission
factors of natural gas versus grid electricity.
However, since 2010 – when Building
Regulations emission factors were last
updated – the grid average emission
factor has halved with the introduction of
renewable energy sources.
The next version of the Building
Regulations is expected to update the
electrical emission factor to reflect this,
making CHP more carbon intensive than
gas boilers or direct electric heating.
The new London Plan will discourage
combustion on site – largely because of
air-quality concerns – and, since January,
has required the use of the new emission
factors. The upshot is that carbon-emissions
savings of up to 40% from CHP have
disappeared, and their contribution to air
pollution means they will be discouraged
for new development (see air quality article
on page 26. The only apparent solution
now for achieving the CO2 and air-quality
requirements are electric heat pumps.

Looking ahead

So will the 2019 version of the GLA’s London
Plan be more successful than previous
attempts at achieving its objectives?
Unfortunately, it retains the NCM methodology for
quantifying carbon emissions and applying carbon-offset
payments; this bears little relationship to actual performance
in use. Adopting the DfP standard, would have been a
far better methodology to deliver in operation, with the
performance predicted at design stage.
On paper, heat pumps offer significant CO2 savings.
However, quoted seasonal efficiencies are rarely achieved,
because when the heat demand is greatest, the outside
temperatures are lowest, so reducing efficiencies.
In terms of CO2 savings, even at lower efficiencies, heat
pumps are better and – with the decarbonisation of the grid
– offer future-proofing. However, electricity is three to fivetimes more expensive than natural gas, which could result in
higher bills and put more people at risk of fuel poverty.
For the past 15 years, the London Plan has promoted low
carbon design with mixed results, and has failed to achieve
significant reductions – while, at the same time, promoting
policies that have been detrimental to our air quality. The
GLA has a real opportunity to transition to a low carbon,
fossil fuel-free future – but must ensure the methodology is
robust and does not have unintended consequences.
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RINNAI CPDs

CONTINUOUS FLOW
HOT WATER HEATING
UNITS & SYSTEMS
AN APPRECIATION AND COMPARISON
Rinnai is a major global player in the
manufacture and innovation of hot water
heating units for all commercial, light
industrial and larger residential sites.
The company produces a range of CPDs
which cover the technical aspects and
details of high efﬁciency condensing hot
water heating units which are claimed to
be the most cost effective and best value
products of their type and kind on the
market. In the following pages we
will outline what the four Rinnai
CPDs can bring to your knowledge
of hot water to solve the problem
of providing usable, safe hot water provision to any given or
speciﬁed site - they are –

•
•
•
•

Appreciation of continuous ﬂow technology
Energy efﬁcient on-demand water heating systems
Continuous ﬂow hot water system design
L8 and continuous ﬂow

The UK water heating industry is facing an ever evolving myriad of
environmental and politically driven market forces, including the need to
reduce Carbon Emissions within new and existing buildings in the short,
medium and long term. We seek to clarify and engage with the market to
assist decision making and understanding of the different messages faced
by todays consultants, engineers, installers, end users and designers.
We will demonstrate how innovation can reduce the burden on fossil
fuels whilst maximising renewable gains. We will look at the growing
support for continuous ﬂow technologies and how this can beneﬁt new and
existing buildings versus traditional systems including gas ﬁred storage.
We will analyse water heating design and sizing discussing technical issues
associated with product installation and Speciﬁcation.
Speciﬁc training can be tailored to cover all aspects of the commissioning
and service process.
To deliver consistency, Rinnai has invested in a successful combination
of fully equipped training facilities as well as comprehensive CPD courses.
Courses can also be delivered in lunch time bite-size format.
So we invite you to join us with your knowledge, skills, expertise in
striving for product and service excellence in the provision of hot water
heating units and systems.

TONY GITTING, MANAGING DIRECTOR

For more details on
RINNAI products visit
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Lessons from history
n the rst art of an occasional series Bill Bordass reflects on the ast
and how it can rovide ointers for the future ere he warns about the
for ettin curve and loo s a ain at the bene ts of the
window

T

he recent article in CIBSE Journal
by technical editor Tim Dwyer
reviewing old research papers from
BSERT got me thinking (‘Buried treasure,’
February 2019).
In a world increasingly focused on the
here and now, could we learn more from the
past – and not just from research papers?
It resonated with two events I went to last
November: a session reviewing the work of
around 30 research students on energy and
buildings; and the CIBSE Build2Perform
conference. Domestic overheating came
up in both, with people advocating
external solar protection – something the
latest report1 by the Committee on Climate
Change also says is needed.
At both events, I suggested that
2+1 windows might be a cheaper and
more practical option, particularly for
refurbishments – but nobody had heard
of them, apart from one or two older
attendees. A 2+1 window has a sealed
double-glazed unit on the inside, a
protective sheet of glass on the outside,
and a space big enough to contain a blind
(often venetian) in between.
The academics also complained that
practitioners didn’t read their papers, and I
countered that the academics also missed
a lot by seldom referencing anything that
hadn’t been peer-reviewed.
At the research event, two PhD students told me that
their supervisors didn’t want to see references more than
10 years old. Since then, I’ve heard the same from other
recently qualified PhDs. Shocked, I confronted their head

of department, who said he would remind
all the supervisors. The building industry
has always been poor at learning from
experience – is academe now enforcing this
‘forgetting curve’?
Recently I reviewed a paper from a
research institute, which didn’t even
remember its own past work – perhaps
because much of its library was thrown
in the skip as soon as its privatisation was
complete. PDFs disappear too, particularly
when public funding for projects and
bodies ceases. And research is often funded
in three-year chunks, with no continuity.
Where is the legacy? Where is the
institutional memory?
The 1971 Rothschild Report foresaw
government outsourcing more while
remaining an ‘intelligent customer’. The
Civil Service used to have administrators
who moved around, and scientists and
professionals who didn’t much. Now
there are very few scientists and technical
professionals in government and, in my
experience, those that remain are seldom
listened to. Instead, we go off in search
of blue-sky innovation, while forgetting
history and ignoring the evidence under
our noses. For example, information from
case studies of buildings in use tends to
be dismissed as anecdotal: ‘We need more
evidence,’ they say, ‘a statistically significant sample.’ Often
we don’t2 – this is just a delaying tactic; and statistics seldom
capture the context of the outcome.

“The industry
has always
been poor at
learning from
experience – is
academe now
enforcing this
‘forgetting
curve’?”

A 2+1 window – a cheaper and more practical
solution for domestic overheating?

What are the benefits of a 2+1 window?
They originated in continental Europe, and are often
made by relatively small, specialist firms but, in recent
years, many of these have been taken over by larger
manufacturers and closed down. The last remaining UK
manufacturer of any size ceased trading in the early 1990s
recession. UK suppliers of continental products have
also dwindled away; today only one remains, importing
high-quality Austrian open-in, tilt-and-turn windows. But
open-out casements, top-hung windows and bottom-hung,
open-in, hopper fanlights suit many British buildings better.
A 2+1 window no longer offers better heat retention
than today’s coated, gas-filled double- and triple-glazing
units, not to mention vacuum glazing. However, 2+1s
come into their own when managing heat gains: mid-pane
blinds are much more effective than internal ones and are
much cheaper, requiring less maintenance than external
www.cibsejournal.com April 2019 23
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ones, while 2+1 performance can be enhanced further
by incorporating heat-rejecting glass. External shading
may also attract birds and obstruct window opening and
cleaning – and, if one small piece blows off in the wind,
facilities managers may rip the lot off the entire building
for health and safety reasons.
Frames for 2+1s cost more to make than for sealed units
alone, but not that much more, and there are advantages:
the sealed units last much longer because their perimeter
seals don’t get wet; the inner frames can be made from
timber for better appearance, insulation and sustainability;
and the external frame is usually aluminium for weather
protection, but lightweight because the stiffness comes
from the timber frame and the glass. If there was a proper
market for them, costs would go down. How about making
them ‘deemed-to-satisfy’ in the Building Regulations?
Further improvements can be made by ventilating the
blind cavity, which is normally only partially sealed to avoid
condensation. For example, the cavity can be:
■ Cooled further if ventilated naturally from bottom-totop, or used for exhaust air in a pressurised building
■ Used for heat recovery into the building, either by
natural transpiration or drawn through by an extract
system; this works particularly well in airtight flats that
have kitchen/bathroom extracts running 24/7.
In fact, if used as a supply air window, an effective U-value

of less than 1W.m-2K can be achieved by using a single
internal pane, not a double-glazed unit,3 so reducing capital
and maintenance costs – important in social housing.
Now we are more aware of the need to limit overheating
in the UK, will the 2+1 window come back into fashion? It
has proved itself in UK projects, including the Elizabeth
Fry Building4 at the University of East Anglia and the
Open University’s Design Studio refurbishment.5 We talk
about innovation, hoping for the next big thing. But much
innovation is purposeful improvement, based on feedback
on what works and what doesn’t. Sometimes this means
going back to the future.
I am encouraging British manufacturers to produce 2+1
windows and researchers to explore them, while examining
the products on the European market.
References:
1 UK housing: Fit for the future? Committee on Climate Change,
February 2019.
2 This is argued convincingly by Professor Bent Flyvbjerg, now Chair of
Major Programme Management at the Said Business School, Oxford
in Five misunderstandings about case study research, Qualitative Inquiry
12(2) 219-245, April 2006.
3 Improving air quality in homes with supply air windows, BRE Information
Paper IP 6/03, 2003.
4 Probe 14: Elizabeth Fry Building, Building Services Journal, 20-25,
April 1998.
5 atura y comforta e office a refur i hment pro ect, Good Practice Case
Study 308, BRECSU, BRE, March 1997.
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AIR POLLUTION

| CHP BOILERS

AIMING
TO LAND
A NOX OUT
PUNCH

Policies encouraging gas-fired CHPs
in London are going into reverse.
David Blackman looks at how new air
pollution policies will affect the future
of heat in the capital

W

ithin living memory, London
was a city of power plants.
The Clean Air Act of 1952
put paid to inner London’s
power stations like Bankside,
which has subsequently been
reborn as the Tate Modern art gallery.
But the past 10 years have seen this process
go into reverse, says Kathryn Woolley,
associate consultant, air quality at SLR
Consulting: ‘They got all the power stations
out of London and, over the past 10 years,
we’ve brought lots of little ones back in. We’ve
dotted the city with all of these power sources
without much understanding.’
She is referring to the proliferation of
mini-combined heat and power (CHP) plants
that inner London has seen installed over the
past decade.
The driver for this spate of mini-power
plants has been the backing from the
London Plan –the capital’s spatial
development blueprint – for CHP plants.
CHPs were seen as less wasteful of
energy, avoiding the losses that inevitably
occur when electricity is transmitted
around the grid – and less wasted energy
translates into lower carbon emissions.
The other main driver was the desire
to lessen the strain on the capital’s grid,
which is ageing and difficult to upgrade,
given the constraints involved in working
in a historic and cramped environment like
inner London.
But this enthusiasm for CHP hasn’t

aged well, as public concerns about air quality have rocketed up the
agenda. Every week seems to see a fresh report spelling out the dire
consequences of air pollution for physical and mental health.
And, while motor vehilce transport has attracted much of the
public ire over poor air quality, the built environment contributes to
the problem too. That includes boilers and CHP plants belching out
nitrogen oxides (NOx).
Edwin Wealend, associate at Cundall, and chair of the CIBSE
Air Quality Group, says: ‘The London Plan strategy has driven the
installation of CHP plants without paying too much attention to the
NOx emissions. If you are buying a home next to one of those, or in
a new development with an energy centre, you could have a very
significant amount of NOx compared with the traffic.
‘NOx can be very localised: if you look at NOx monitoring maps for
London, the highest concentrations are all along roads, but there are
pockets by boiler plants, particularly where there are CHPs.’
Add to that the spread of diesel generation backup plants and
pinpointing air pollution is increasingly hard, says Woolley. ‘At the
minute, it’s easy to see where the source is on the roads, but you could
end up with really bad pockets around power generation.’
CHPs are better than the grid in terms of overall NOx emissions,
but not at a more neighbourhood level, says Bill Sinclair, technical
director of plant manufacturer Adveco: ‘Every time you fit a CHP,
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“It’s easy to see where the [NO ]
source is on the roads, but you
could end up with really bad
pockets around power generation”
– Kathryn Woolley

the NOx emissions on a countrywide scale goes down. However, if you
put that CHP in the centre of London, the local emissions go up because
you were not producing electricity in the centre of London.’
The sea change in attitudes towards CHP is visible in the draft
London Plan. The previous version, published under the watch of
former mayor Boris Johnson, had a single policy on air quality. But
Woolley has counted no fewer than 15 separate policies relating to air
pollution in his mayoral successor Sadiq Khan’s update.
‘Low emission’ CHP should only be deployed in large developments
where doing so enables the delivery of an area-wide heat network, the
key policy states. ‘Where there remains a strategic case for lowemission CHP systems to support area-wide heat networks, these will
continue to be considered on a case-by-case basis.’
And the document goes on to say that it is ‘not expected’ that gas
engine CHP will fit the low-emission category with the currently
available technology.
Stuart Clark, director at the consultancy Energist, says: ‘[The
Greater London Authority (GLA)] still wants people to be using
district heat networks, but there is a very strong drive to use electrical
technologies, such as heat pumps with zero onsite emissions.’
The other factor pushing down demand for CHP is the new draft
SAP 10 carbon factors, which help to determine how buildings will
perform in terms of carbon emissions.

| CHP BOILERS

POLLUTION IN
THE SQUARE MILE
The Corporation of London, the local authority
that covers the Square Mile in the heart of the
capital, has been taking a lead in efforts to
tackle air pollution.
This can be seen most dramatically at the
road junction above Bank underground station,
which has been closed to all motor vehicles,
bar buses.
But while the corporation’s efforts have
been focused on transport, it is also concerned
about emissions from the City of London’s
built environment.
‘The relative proportion shifted towards nontransport, including activities from construction
sites,’ says Ruth Calderwood, air quality
manager at the corporation. She adds that the
proportion of emissions from road transport
is expected to fall to below 40% of the total
across the City by next year, compared with
more than half in 2013.
The corporation has just published a draft air
quality strategy, which outlines how it will use
its planning powers to promote lower emissions
from the built environment. In addition,
Calderwood says the authority is engaging with
businesses on ways to cut their emissions.
Local topographical factors, such as the wind
canyons created by tall buildings, can result in
very localised patches of poor air quality, she
says: ‘A quite complex set of things impact on
air pollution, it’s not an exact science.’

These give a much lower carbon rating
to electricity transmitted through the grid,
reflecting the increased proportion that
now comes from renewable power sources
compared with 2014, when this measure was
last calculated.
The SAP 10 methodology was published last
summer but will not be applied nationwide
until the next iteration of Part L of the
Building Regulations is rolled out later this
year. However, the London Plan states the
SAP 10 carbon factors can be used as a guide
when determining planning applications.
The GLA’s accompanying guidance on
energy assessment spells out that onsite
electricity generation technologies,
which include solar PV arrays as well as
gas-engine CHP plants, will no longer
www.cibsejournal.com April 2019 27
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“CHPs are better than the grid
in terms of overall NO emissions
but not at a more neighbourhood
level” – Bill Sinclair
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achieve the level of carbon savings they have until now.
If gas-engine CHP is proposed, applicants will be expected to
supply ‘sufficient information’ to justify its use and minimise the
carbon and air quality impact.
This new guidance has increased the attraction of using
electric technologies, such as heat pumps, says Clark:
‘Historically, electricity was a challenging fuel to use in
new-build developments but is now a lot more carbon-light
within London boroughs, which means heat pumps are
preferable options from a carbon point of view compared
against CHP.’
‘By introducing CHP, you are reducing performance of the
system,’ he says, adding that developers of energy centres will
have to find offsets elsewhere for the carbon emitted by gasfired plant if they are determined to use it.
Sinclair acknowledges that the new carbon factors have
changed the equation for CHP plants. ‘The less carbon-emitting
technology was also the less expensive technology, so it made
sense to use gas from a carbon and cost point of view.
‘With the reduction of the carbon factor under SAP 10, they
are now diametrically opposite: the more expensive technology
is the less carbon-emitting technology.’
On a practical level, Woolley worries about the lack of detail
to flesh out the London Plan’s policies. She says: ‘The industry
doesn’t know what it is aiming for. The policy is there, but the
supporting planning guidance isn’t. They may have an idea, but
they are not telling anyone yet.’
For example, while the plan says new boilers should have
‘ultra low’ NOx emissions, it doesn’t specify how this should
be defined.
Abatement measures, such as catalytic convertors and timing
controls, may enable most models of gas-CHP engine to meet
the more stringent NOx emission requirements.
‘The modulated systems will flex up and down, depending
on the demand of the building, which reduces the size of the
thermal store, which should be more energy efficient and have
positive benefits on ultra-low NOx emissions,’ says Clark.
And Sinclair argues that gas-fired CHP engines can continue
to play a role as part of a hybrid heating solution.
Heat pumps can pre-heat water in the systems cost effectively
to about 45°C. But increasing the temperatures to the levels
required to ensure the water is sterilised and any bacteria, such
as legionella, are killed can be most cost effectively achieved by
using gas heating. He says: ‘This gives you the best trade-off of
running costs and savings.’
And increased reliance on electricity will revive concerns
about London’s grid capacity, says Wealend: ‘We are placing
increased demand on the grid at peak times.’
Nevertheless the thrust of the London policy is clear: once
again, the days of power plants in the capital are numbered. CJ
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At the conference formerly known as Ecobuild, there was a large focus on housing
and monitoring performance, as well as debates on the future of heat and
integration of electric vehicles. Alex Smith and Andy Pearson report

FUTURE HOPES

F

CIBSE members and staff were prominent at the show

CIBSE vice-president Ashley Bateson (right)

uturebuild’s organiser may have
replaced the eco prefix from
the name of its annual event,
but sustainability was still at the
core of the built environment
conference at ExCeL London.
There was an air of urgency among
speakers as they discussed how the industry
was going to decarbonise and meet the UK’s
ambitious reduction targets: a debate made
more pertinent by a recent report from the
Committee on Climate Change calling UK
homes unfit for the future (see page 7).
While there were no ministerial big hitters
present, the Department for Business, Energy
and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) did host a large
‘Innovation Zone’, which included exhibition
stands showcasing innovative technologies
supported by the Energy Entrepreneurs Fund
(see panel ‘Creative energies’).
Among government speakers was Dr
Victoria Tink, senior environmental scientist
at the Ministry of Housing, Communities
and Local Government. In a session on
overheating, organised by the Good Homes
Alliance, Tink discussed research being done
on overheating in new homes.
The project looked at eight property types
in five locations around the UK, and found
that ‘generally’ new homes were exceeding
overheating thresholds in all locations.
It tested measures mitigating overheating
– such as blinds, shading, and thermal mass
– and Tink reported that, in many cases,
overheating could be prevented by using
passive design. The research quantified the
cost and benefits of measures, including
reduction in mortality and productivity rates.

The findings will be incorporated in new
Building Regulations Approved Documents
L (energy) and V (ventilation), which will
address overheating for the first time.
A new overheating tool from the Good
Homes Alliance was also piloted. It offers
a checklist to assess the overheating risk in
a potential project, and was described by
Inkling partner Susie Diamond as a ‘simpleto-use tool that reinforces common sense’.
The Good Homes Alliance announced a
BEIS-backed research project ‘Building for
2050’, which will monitor the performance of
five low carbon housing projects.
The future of heat was keenly debated in
several sessions, with speakers explaining the
consequences of the lower carbon emission
factors for electricity in draft SAP 10.
Energist’s Stuart Clark explained how the
new factors had already been adopted in the
Greater London Authority’s (GLA) Energy
Assessment Guidance, with any system
generating electricity, such as combined heat
and power (CHP) and solar photovoltaic
(PV), now offsetting half as much carbon as
previously. ‘We’re finding systems we would
have installed at the end of 2018 are now no
longer meeting the carbon targets GLA policy
is driving us to deliver,’ said Clark (see page
26). He said the policy would force developers
to consider electricity-driven heat pump
energy centres, but warned ‘these systems had
yet to be tried and tested in London’.
Architect Justin Bere presented a detailed
case study on Lark Rise – the housing project
that won the 2019 CIBSE Project of the Year –
Residential. Lark Rise is an all-electric Passive
House Plus home in the UK that uses solar PV
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“Systems that we would
have installed at the
end of 2018 are now no
longer meeting carbon
targets GLA policy is
driving us to deliver”
to produce twice the energy in a year than it
consumes, drawing 97% less energy from the
grid than the average UK house (for all uses,
including heating) and exporting 10 times as
much energy as it imports from the grid.
Bere’s presentation was followed by a
presentation from WSP’s Barny Evans, who
spoke about the challenges moving to electric
vehicles (EVs) would pose for infrastructure.
(See next month’s CIBSE Journal for more
on Lark Rise and the challenge of EVs in the
built environment.)
In a digital session, Mark Enzer, chief
technical officer at Mott MacDonald, spoke of
the Centre for Digital Built Britain’s plans to
digitise the life-cycle of the UK’s built assets
to transform the way we plan, build, maintain
and use social and economic infrastructure.
Dr Ajith Parlikad, senior lecturer in industrial
systems at the University of Cambridge,
described a current trial and the challenges of
digitising a university building.
One of the stand-out speakers was the
mayor of Bristol, Marvin Rees, who said
national and global government was not
structured to meet today’s challenges facing

large cites. ‘We’ve got the best 1959 structure
of global government we could wish for – the
problem is that it is 2019,’ he said.
‘They cannot cope with migration, climate
change, population health,’ he said, and called
on the government to give cities 10 years
of certainty in funding: ‘We’ll develop the
infrastructure, support mass house-building,
invest in smart infrastructure we know we
need with a growing city,’ he said.
A session on the treatment of mould in
1970s concrete homes was heard from Dr
Peter Rickaby, energy and sustainabilty
consultant to Peabody, who explained how
Peabody used an evidence-based approach
to target resources to the properties with the
worst problems. It was a lesson in a landlord
educating tenants, and combining this with a
smart thermostat to control the heating and
intelligent demand-controlled ventilation.
Housing was the dominant theme and the
focus was apt as the chancellor unveiled a
new Future Homes Standard last month and
announced that new homes from 2025 would
have to use non-fossil fuel heating and feature
‘world-beating’ levels of insulation. CJ

| FUTUREBUILD

Energiesprong s designs for factory-built retroﬁtting

CREATIVE ENERGIES
The BEIS Energy Entrepreneurs Fund was set up in 2012 to identify disruptive technologies in the built
environment, and has awarded £60m of grants to 130 projects since then (bit.ly/CJApr19FB1).
One grant recipient was Switchee, which offers a smart thermostat aimed at social landlords that
monitors heat, light, motion, air pressure and humidity. The data builds occupancy patterns, and
optimises heating settings to save money for residents. Landlords can access live information on
thermal performance, condensation risk and heating system alerts.
Switchee CEO Adam Fudakowski said: ‘Landlords can see which properties are suffering damp
and mould. t informs them which issues they need to prioritise and fi . A grant of 500,000 allowed
Switchee to develop the product and secure 41 landlord customers including Peabody and L&G.
Build Test Solutions managing director Luke Smith discussed how funding had helped bring
its Pulse air pressure test to market. ‘Too often, energy performance is the realm of assumption
and crude estimates, said Smith. e want to invent technology that measures air permeability,
ventilation, fabric efficiency and A .
he challenge is that measurement isn t particular commonplace. uilding egulations are
design-based rather than outcome-based, so we need to make people aware of the performance gap,
and how measuring in situ can be used to improve uality and close the feedback loop.
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ON THE
RIGHT
TRACK

Like most large offices, TfL’s Palestra
building is complex. To realise its true
potential, it underwent significant
interventions resulting in £400,000 of
energy savings. Andy Pearson explains how
an energy performance contract made the
building 6% better than good practice

P

alestra is an unusual building.
The top three floors of this
visually striking office block
in Southwark, London, form a
box that cantilevers out over
the raking, glazed façades that
enclose the nine lower floors. These, in turn,
are held aloft by a series of angled columns
above the building’s entrance. Palestra was
designed as a speculative 37,400m2 office
building by architect Will Alsop. It opened in
2006, rated Breeam Very Good.
The scheme’s building services are as
unusual as its architecture. In 2007, the
London Development Agency (LDA) and
London Climate Change Agency (LCCA)
occupied two floors, and installed a 63kWp
photovoltaic array on the roof, along with 14
micro-wind turbines, rated at 1kW each.
Soon afterwards, Transport for London
(TfL), which is responsible for the day-to-day
operation of the capital’s public transport
network, took the lease for the remaining
10 floors, to house 2,500 of its staff. TfL’s
subsequent fit-out resulted in the two
organisations trying to turn Palestra into a
showcase of sustainability: the LCCA and
wider Greater London Authority (GLA),
which the LDA was part of, supported the
addition of the UK’s first building-integrated
hydrogen fuel cell, a combined cooling, heat
and power (CCHP) system, a rainwater
harvesting system for toilet flushing, and
energy efficient T5 lighting with head-end
dimming control on the office floors. As a
result, the Breeam rating rose to Excellent.
The state-of-the-art building services

TfL was judged Facilities
Management Team of the
Year at the CIBSE Building
Performance Awards 2019

£1,590,000
Total project costs: including E.ON energy performance contract and BMS upgrades

£426,000
Energy savings in 20 : signiﬁcantly more than the

,000 guaranteed by E.

systems should have made Palestra a flagship of sustainability, but its
2010 Display Energy Certificate (DEC) told a different story. It showed
the building was using so much energy that it had a score of 182, giving
it a DEC G rating – the worst operational category. In 2013, when the
LDA moved out and TfL took over the building, it set about trying to
improve its woeful performance.
‘There were issues with plant and metering from the outset,’ says
Quinten Babcock, environment manager, TfL.
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“Even at its minimum
setting of 417kW,
using the CCHP was
emitting more carbon
than if the building
was simply hooked up
to the grid”
The micro-wind turbines had already
been removed from the roof under a product
recall; two had been replaced before the LDA
moved out, but TfL decided not to replace
the remaining 12. It was when TfL started to
investigate the gas CCHP, however, that the
real energy use issues started to emerge.
‘When we first took on the building, the
boilers were consuming 3 million kWh of
gas; after installing a massive CHP engine
consuming 10 million kWh of gas, the boilers
were still consuming 3 million kWh of gas,’
says Babcock.
In 2010, TfL found that the CCHP
was running continuously at full output,
generating 834kW of electrical output, but it
was twinned with one of the building’s four
incoming transformers with a peak demand
of 630kW in mid-summer. ‘Most of the time,
it was exporting large amounts of its power
for minimal recompense,’ explains Babcock.
To try to save energy, TfL reduced the
TfL moved into the
CCHP’s electrical output to its minimum
visually striking
alestra ofﬁce building
setting of 417kW, and ran it between 08.00
in 2007
and 18.00 hours, Monday to Friday. In 2012,
TfL commissioned Verco to investigate why
the gas-fired CCHP system was not operating efficiently. It found
that the building management system (BMS) had not been integrated
effectively with the onsite metering to allow the CHP’s electrical
output to modulate. ‘We had all the kit to enable us to modulate the
CCHP, but the BMS was not set up to do it,’ says Babcock.
‘Even at its minimum setting, Verco said: ‘You’re emitting more
carbon using the CCHP than if the building was simply hooked up to
the grid.’ So we turned off the gas CCHP while we set about developing
a solution,’ says Babcock.
In 2015, TfL appointed E.ON on a design and build energy
performance contract to develop and install solutions to the building’s
woes. The appointment was made under the GLA’s RE:FIT initiative to
make the capital’s buildings more energy efficient. Babcock describes
it as ‘design and build on steroids’ because it requires contractors to
design, build, measure and verify energy efficiency measures.
E.ON’s energy solutions team worked closely with TfL to understand
the issues it had with the building’s services. It brought in specialist
partners to help develop and deliver solutions that could be retrofitted
while enabling TfL to maintain its 24/7 operations. These specialists
included: Ramboll, to analyse operation of the CCHP and propose
solutions; Megan Mechanical Services, to install complex pipework

| PALESTRA

modifications while the building remained in
operation; and A&O Engineering Design, to
commission the revamped systems.
‘The selection of the team responsible
for delivery of the solution was critical to
its success, but what was equally important
was that the delivery team worked with the
design team to ensure the solution could be
effectively implemented and then operated,’
says Babcock.
Under RE:FIT, the contractor guaranteed
that its interventions would deliver cost
savings of at least £111,000 a year on TfL’s
energy bill and an 8% reduction in the
building’s CO2 emissions.
E.ON’s interventions included replacing
the two 700-litre domestic hot-water

econﬁgured pumps (top) and
new H plate heat exchangers
and storage cylinders

ew controllable
eight-module
Carrier chiller
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calorifiers with plate heat exchangers and two
800-litre buffer vessels, to improve resilience.
The heat exchangers are supplied with low
temperature hot water (LTHW) from the
CCHP system.
At times of low hot water demand, heat
from the CCHP is diverted to a separate
75,000-litre thermal store. This ensures
sufficient hot water is available during the
night, without needing to fire-up a boiler,
when the CCHP is not running. ‘The thermal
store gives us enough LTHW to supply
domestic hot water and even some cooling
from the absorption chiller for a whole day,’
says Babcock.
To enable the CCHP engines to run for
as long as possible, the 160kW per floor
electrical loads from the two 24/7 operational
floors were connected to a transformer
twinned with the CCHP. The absorption
chiller was also recommissioned (along with
its associated cooling tower) to increase heat
All electricity supplies

demand further from the CHP – an intervention that helped reduce
electrical demand from the six conventional chillers, further improving
the system’s overall carbon footprint. A new electric modulating chiller
was also installed to deal efficiently with small cooling load increases.
E.ON also altered the CCHP LTHW pipework so that high-grade,
reclaimed heat from the gas engine could be better used to meet heat
demand from the building’s air handling units and the fan coil units
(FCUs) on the office floors, and to supply the new DHW plate heat
exchangers. The energy management system was also linked to the
BMS to keep electrical demand above the CCHP’s minimum 417kW
output for as long as possible, while avoiding the need to export
electricity when it is not cost-effective to do so. ‘The CCHP system now
operates as it should,’ says Babcock.
In addition, E.ON replaced all 34 of the base-build BMS controllers
that had become obsolete, along with communication network and
software systems, to create a more comprehensive and robust control
system that would allow the building management and FM teams to
better manage the mechanical systems to improve occupant comfort.
The BMS provides automated alarms to E.ON’s measurement and
verification team and TfL’s facilities helpdesk to ensure faults are
converted to work tasks for the maintenance team, with the corrected
fault verified by E.ON.

In 2010, the boilers
consumed 3 million kWh
of gas despite the new
CHP engine consuming
10 million kWh of gas. In
2018, the whole system
consumed 8.5 million
kWh of gas

900,000
800,000
700,000
600,000

kWh

500,000
400,000
300,000
200,000
100,000

The spike in electricity use occurred when a cold
wind coupled with a pump failure on the cooling
tower’s frost protection circuit disabled the cooling
tower and absorption chiller for four months. Two
holes in the cooling tower coils were ﬁxed without
limiting the 1,200k maximum cooling capacity
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Finally, the FCUs on the two office floors that had the highest
number of complaints were recommissioned. These floors have
perimeter FCUs that provide heating and cooling, while FCUs close
to the core are cooling only. TfL found the FCUs were simultaneously
heating and cooling. This was discovered when it turned off the
LTHW circuit to reconfigure the pipework one weekend; almost
immediately one of the 500kW chillers turned off as the cooling load
dropped suddenly.
‘All we had was a return air sensor, so we had no idea what the units
were actually doing,’ says Babcock. As part of the recommissioning
exercise, a supply air sensor was added to each FCU to ensure the

LIQUID ASSETS
One problem was a lack of domestic hot water. In addition to running
London’s underground and bus services, TfL is responsible for promoting
cycling in the capital. Consequently, it has a high number of staff that
cycle to work, most of whom arrive at the office at roughly the same
time. However, Verco found the building’s two 700-litre domestic hot
water calorifiers were taking two hours to recharge, which meant there
was insufficient hot water for the cyclists showers and for the cafeteria
breakfast rush. This led to the E.ON-delivered ‘endless’ DHW system.
Water use has also gone down: rainwater is harvested and used to
ush toilets and urinals. aterless urinals have been installed, reducing
total water use by 15%, to 5m3 per person per year. The toilets have been
converted from 6/4-litre dual- ush units to 4.5-litre single- ush rasapproved models, which is expected to avoid 2,500 blockages a year and
reduce water use to 4m3 per person per year.

Water improvements
1,400

Installation of waterless urinals reduced total
water use by 15%, to 5m3 per person per year

1,200
1,000

m3

800
600

supply air temperature remained within
limits for both heating and cooling. E.ON
also increased the deadband between heating
and cooling. ‘This exercise will be repeated
on the remaining floors when funds become
available,’ Babcock says.
On completion of the works, the energy
savings were instant: the building’s DEC
score dropped from 182 (G) in 2010 to 99
(D) in the first month of 2019. ‘The DECs
tell the story,’ says Babcock. Savings in 2018
were an impressive £426,000, significantly
more than the £111,000 performance savings
guaranteed by E.ON. Total project costs,
including the E.ON energy performance
contract and BMS upgrades were £1,590,000.
‘Since the improvements to our energy
management system, we’ve seen significant
savings in terms of energy costs and carbon
emissions,’ says Babcock. ‘In December 2018
alone we were seeing an average of £1,604 a
day in energy savings compared with what it
would have cost us without the CCHP.’
Babcock and his team are continuing to
make further improvements: ‘In the last
week of February 2019, we were able to
turn off another one of the four incoming
transformers and feed that supply with CHP
power. This led to the CHP providing 59%
of total building power requirements and a
43% reduction in electric chiller use as the
consequential CHP waste heat was powering
the absorption chiller at full output for large
portions of the week with no electric chillers
in use at all,’ he says proudly.
Babcock’s work is not yet done. He has

400

Palestra comparison to ECON19 energy (kWh electrical equivalent)
benchmarks, based on data from 01/01/2018 to 31/12/2018
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plans to replace the uninterruptible power
supply (UPS) with a new modular, selfmanaging UPS. This will enable TfL to take
the 320kW of 24/7 operational floors off
the electricity grid at peak times and allow
the CHP to ramp up fully to 834kW output,
injecting the maximum possible load into the
grid for demand response payments to TfL
in the order of 30p/kWh. As a result, TfL
will be able to access demand response
income streams.
The intention is to reduce Palestra’s energy
use at peak times, and to absorb power from
the grid during periods of excess capacity –
for example, at night, when loads are lower.
When the wind isn’t blowing, however, it will
be able to generate electricity and supply
excess power from Palestra to the grid when
it is commercially viable.
Significantly, E.ON’s contract did not
involve trying to get the 200kW fuel cell to
work. When it was installed, it was linked to
transformer T1, which supplied the light
and power circuits to half of each of the
office floors.
Crucially, the fuel cell also supplied the

A brea out space at alestra

LDA’s computer room, consuming around 150kW – which, when
added to the 50kW out-of-hours load, meant the fuel cell was not
exporting power. When the LDA moved out in 2013, the fuel cell was
put in stasis. Since then, there have been various equipment failures in
the fuel cell unit.
This model of fuel cell is no longer manufactured, so TfL has
bought an identical (unused) one from a site in the UK for spares.
Babcock says TfL has plans to recommission the fuel cell and to
couple it to second-life electric vehicle batteries (taken from its buses)
to enhance its demand-response capabilities.
Some areas of energy use still need improvement, he says, including
the ‘ridiculous’ level of out-of-hours electricity consumption. ‘Half
of the electricity supply is consumed after 6pm on weekdays and at
weekends,’ he says. ‘We have some out-of-hours working, but lots of
people work Monday to Friday, so a lot of kit is being left on.’
TfL’s efforts to improve the energy performance of Palestra were
recognised, in part at least, by the judges at this year’s CIBSE Building
Performance Awards, where TfL’s Facilities Operations Team won
Facilities Management Team of the Year. After its success with
Palestra, it is planning to enter the awards again next year... CJ

“TfL has plans to recommission the
fuel cell and to couple it to second-life
electric vehicle batteries to enhance
its demand-response capabilities”
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1 For Pumps 9 and 10 a
valve array has been
installed to allow the BMS
to decide whether to send
the LTHW up from the
CHPs or pull LTHW down
from the boilers.
2 A new roof boiler LTHW
header split ensures CHP
heat enters the building –
and the absorption chiller
in particular – and is not
wasted/dumped.
3 A controllable valve at
the bottom of the thermal
store has been installed.
Previously the LTHW
travelled through the
thermal store before use.
Now it can be locked off
when it is fully discharged
to avoid wasting heat
when the CHP is of ine.
4 A new valve ensures the
return temperature to
the boilers is at a high
enough level to protect
various components
while allowing the LTHW
circuits to drop to lower
temperature levels for
more efﬁcient heating
of DHW.
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OPEN THE DOOR
TO MORE
Polypipe Building Services is your specialist commercial construction
partner – investing in the future, developing and delivering systems
that support you in creating safe and sustainable commercial
buildings. We harness our ingenuity and creativity to deliver
class-leading solutions and product sustainability. And we’re with
you every step of the way – providing technical support as well
as on-the-ground assistance. We do all of this, to bring you more.
More Innovation. More Expertise. More Support. More Polypipe.

Discover more at polypipe.com/openthedoor
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HOT
AND
SPICY

In 2018, GSH Group India won a major
environmental award for a project
with FMCG firm Kaleesuwari to replace
coal with turmeric and mixed biomass
at two refineries. Director of operations
Anand G D Chennai explains how
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aleesuwari Refinery Private is a large fast moving
consumer goods (FMCG) company in India,
manufacturing products such as edible oils, pulses,
and personal care and household products. The
firm, with its headquarters in Chennai, claims
group turnover of more than US$500m (£386m)
and exports its products to the Middle East, the USA, Sri Lanka,
Singapore, Tanzania, Malaysia, the Seychelles and Myanmar.
International engineering firm GSH Group has worked with
Kaleesuwari since 2015, managing its refineries across India
to produce the steam used for the extraction of oils from nuts,
seeds and other raw materials included in its range of products.

Biomass mix
Kaleesuwari takes its environmental responsibilities seriously,
with strict policies around waste and power management –
including the use of renewable energy – and carbon emissions.
In November 2017, GSH engineers, looking for ways to
reduce cost and become more sustainable in their operations,
started to mix biomass products – including sawdust, woodcharcoal powder and turmeric – with coal as a fuel for the
fluidised-bed combustion boilers in two power refineries at
Palani and Chennai, in the state of Tamil Nadu. Over the course
of the next six months, the proportion of biomass products used
at these refineries increased to 60% and 20%, respectively.
The powdery biomass is mixed with coal and fed underbed into the boiler’s existing feeding mechanism and burned.
Because of the under-bed – rather than modern over-bed
– feeding, complete combustion takes place, resulting in the
generation of less ash content.
No adverse reaction has been noticed in the boilers and, in
fact, the generation of pollutants that form corrosive acids –
such as those cited in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act – is negligible
with biomass residues. This means that burning biomass will
have a positive impact on the lifetime of boiler parts and the
facility itself, reducing costs in the long term.

innovative project.
There are also technical benefits to using
biomass, which has a higher volatile content
and is, therefore, easily combustible. The
fuel produces less ash content than coal
and contains more oxygen and hydrogen,
so it requires less external air. There is
also a reduced storage risk compared
with coal; stored coal has a propensity to
increase in temperature and can self-ignite,
whereas biomass has a lower propensity to
self-ignite, reducing the associated risks to
property and life.
There are challenges in using biomass,
however. It is not as easy to handle as coal,
and requires more space to store. Its residues
also have lower bulk density, so more of it is
needed to produce the same level of steam
and, therefore, requires more storage capacity.

Optimisation and benefits

Environmental advantages

While slight variations occur in the gross calorific values of
the different biomass sources, the GSH engineers ensure the
mixed biomass and coal fuel has the correct energy content
by conducting random sampling in the onsite laboratory.
The engineers then modify the fuel mix and feed-in rate as
necessary. This is done by sight by the furnace operatives.
Deciding the optimal fuel blend to ensure minimal fuel
use or the maximum steam generation is a skilled job that
requires careful management. Mixing the fuels in the right
proportion and ensuring the fuel rate through the rotary feeder
matches with steam demand is one of the key challenges in this

At the same time, there are clear
environmental advantages of not using a
fossil fuel. Biomass is carbon neutral, so
produces less pollution than coal, and contains
less nitrogen and sulphur – making it more
environmentally friendly to burn. It uses up
agricultural and forestry by-products and
reduces India’s dependence on fuel imports –
a key economic imperative for the country.
Dust-collection equipment – such as
the Multiclone dust collector or bag filter,
typically used with coal – are deployed to limit
pollutants from the combustion process and
to ensure the emissions are kept within the
levels specified by pollution-control bodies.
Both plants comfortably meet state emission
regulations from the Tamil Nadu Pollution
Control Board.
After burning, the waste ash is collected
and used for making bricks. Biomass ash,
with no coal-ash content, is also used for soil

“The biomass in the Kaleesuwari
project is sourced from within
a 20km radius of the two plants
in Chennai and Palani”

A store of turmeric at one of
aleesuwari s reﬁneries

CO2 emissions

60% CO2 reduction
By switching from coal to
biomass, GSH achieved
a 60% reduction in CO2
emissions at the two
reﬁneries in Tamil adu

Cost of biomass

70% of the cost of coal
Biomass has a lower cost
and a lower gross energy,
yet still achieves a lower
energy cost – roughly 70%
of the cost of coal
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“Results have been so positive that
GSH is switching over completely
to biomass and increasing the range
of products it uses”
A 60% cut in
CO2 emissions has
been achieved by
switching from
coal to biomass

enrichment, promoting a circular economy.
What’s essential for this process is that
the biomass product is sustainable. There
have been examples elsewhere in the world
of biomass being harvested unsustainably,
potentially creating greater problems than the
use of coal, but the biomass in the Kaleesuwari
project is sourced from within a 20km radius
of the two plants in Chennai and Palani.
The products are typically by-products
of other production processes: the sawdust
is a by-product of local woodworking; the
turmeric waste is a result of the extraction
and separation of turmeric; the waste chilli
powder is generated from the extraction of

COSTS
here are many clear benefits of using biomass compared with coal. Coal
currently costs around s ,000
6 per tonne and has a gross calorific
value, or gross energy the amount of heat released by a specified
uantity of fuel of about 5,000kcal per kg. his gives coal an energy cost
of s .40 .5p per ,000kcal. iomass has a lower cost s4,000 43
a tonne but also a lower gross energy 4,000kcal per kg , yet it still
works out at a lower energy cost of s . p per ,000kcal. his is roughly
0 of the cost of coal.
here is seasonal variation on the types of biomass product available
which means price volatility but, overall, the supply is considered secure
because of the large variety of biomass available across ndia. he price
average is also far below that of coal.

colour and capsicum pigment from chillis; corncob is an agricultural
residue produced during the harvesting process; and the charcoal is
derived from the pyrolysis of wood waste.
Biomass is widely available in India because of the amount of
agricultural land in use, ensuring that there is a long-term source of
biomass products – even if specific types of biomass are seasonal.
In addition to the benefits to the community of reduced emissions,
biomass indirectly generates local employment opportunities that
would not be available to the same degree with coal – including fueltruck drivers, biomass unloading personnel, fuel-blending labourers
and fuel testers.

Results
By switching from coal to biomass, GSH achieved a 60% reduction
in carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions at the two Kaleesuwari refineries
in Tamil Nadu, plus a 15% reduction in the cost of steam. The carbon
emissions per tonne were calculated using stoichiometric equations –
the quantitative relationship between reactants and products.
The results have been so positive that GSH is now in the process
of switching over completely to biomass and increasing the range of
biomass products it uses, including chilli powder.
If both plants were to become entirely fuelled by biomass, the carbon
emissions would be on a par with that from coal, but these emissions are
treated as carbon neutral because of the CO2 absorbed by plants as they
grow. As a result, the biomass combustion systems are treated as nil net
carbon emitters.
The Kaleesuwari project won GSH Group India the Environment
category at the 2018 Energy Institute Awards, held in London last
November. Energy Institute president Malcolm Brinded said: ‘GSH
Group should be proud of the inroads it has achieved in reducing the
environmental impact of Kaleesuwari’s steam-production process and
showing other businesses in India that shifting from coal to alternative
fuels can be a viable option.’ CJ
■ ANAND D G CHENNAI is director of operations at GSH Group

Trusted Technology Partner
Silas Flytkjaer, Head of Strategic Business Development - Commercial

www.sav-systems.com
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A road to innovation
How Church Road beneﬁted
from the Zeroth Energy System

When designing the HVAC scheme for a large project such as Church Road, Leyton, there are
often unforeseen hurdles to overcome. However, when MEPH consultants EDC came across a
space issue with the plantroom, the search for a solution led it to a new innovation - the Zeroth
Energy System

I

n an up-and-coming area close
to Stratford and Central London,
Church Road, Leyton, promises to be
a development in demand. Galliard
Homes acquired the site in 2017 and
gained approval for the development
of 48 one, two, and three-bedroom
apartments alongside two three-bedroom
townhouses.
It appointed MEPH and energy
specialist Engineering Design Consultants
(EDC) as the MEPH consultants for
the scheme, and it began working on
the project’s HVAC design. The original
intention was for the development to
use traditional central plant heating
technology; however, an issue at preplanning stage meant that the plant space
allocated had been underestimated and
there was no longer a suitable location for
central plant within the development.
EDC set out to ﬁnd an alternative
solution. Galliard has a safety policy that
does not allow individual gas boilers within
their apartments. With this and other

restrictions in mind, air source heat pumps
(ASHPs) soon became EDC’s only solution
to the design constraints.
While sourcing the solution, EDC
contacted HVAC solutions provider
Glen Dimplex Heating and Ventilation
(GDHV) about the beneﬁts of the Zeroth
Energy System. This system comprises a
refrigerant-free, low temperature network
and in-apartment heat pumps to provide
heating, cooling and hot water to each
local space.
When applied to the project and paired
with roof-based ASHPs, the Zeroth
Energy System remained viable and met
compliance, despite the many restrictions
of the project. In fact, the solution resulted
in such high energy efﬁciencies that the
carbon emissions reduced signiﬁcantly for
the entire site’s footprint.
EDC decided to propose the system
to Galliard Homes as the solution for
Church Road.
‘We have always been promoters
and supporters of leading, cutting-edge

technology and we could see the beneﬁts
that the Zeroth Energy System could
bring,’ says Stephen Harper, Group M&E
Services Manager at Galliard Homes.
‘The implementation of this solution
produced heating and hot water in a low
carbon way, while staying within the
limited electrical power available for the
site. However, the real beneﬁciary will be
the end user, with very low energy bills and
increased thermal comfort.’
It is because of this, among other
beneﬁts, that this project has been
selected by Department for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy as a case
of study for 2050 for being zero carbon
emission.
The development is due to be completed
this year and will be one of the ﬁrst
developments in the UK to beneﬁt from
the Zeroth Energy System.
■ For more information on this project,
contact senior project manager, Robert
Higgins on rhiggins@edcengineers.
com or lead mechanical engineer Josh
Tobin on jtobin@edcengineers.
com. Alternatively, for information
on the Zeroth Energy System, contact
sales director Mark Deeney on mark.
deeney@glendimplex.com or visit
www.gdhv.com/zeroth-energysystem
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PERFORMANCE

| MEASUREMENT AND VERIFICATION

IPMVP Option D offers robust measurement and verification
to give building services engineers and their clients a better
insight into how a design energy performance rating can be
validated during operation. Nazli Dabidian explains how

TO CLOSE THE
PERFORMANCE
GAP, CHOOSE
OPTION D…

T

here have been various attempts
within the UK building industry
to address the issue of real energy
performance. These include
the Design for Performance1
framework – which is mainly
based on the Australian Nabers2 – Leti
self-declaration,3 and the new Breeam 2018
additional energy credits under Ene01.4
To understand how buildings are
performing compared with the theoretical
performance calculated during the
design stage, building managers can use a
measurement and verification protocol that
has been established by the US Department
of Energy. The International Performance
Measurement and Verification Protocol
(IPMVP),5 promoted by the Efficiency
Valuation Organisation,6 assesses investment
in energy and water efficiency, demand
management and renewable energy projects.
The Guide to Energy Performance Contracting
Best Practice7 is closely related to the IPMVP,
and can be used in conjunction with it.

Measurement and verification is more
easily achieved for existing buildings
when an energy efficiency strategy is
being implemented to reduce energy
consumption. This is because the building’s
energy consumption before implementation
of that strategy can be monitored and
measured, and used as the baseline. When
commissioning a major refurbishment or
new development, however, the client could
– and perhaps should – expect the same level
of commitment to achieving the calculated
energy performance rating during operation.
So how can delivered building performance
be evaluated against the theoretical
performance calculated at the design stage?
In a retrofit project, the baseline is clear
– it is the monitored energy performance of
the existing building. For new construction,
such a baseline does not exist; instead,
designers use various other measures – for
example, compliance with Part L of Building
Regulations – to establish a theoretical
energy performance for the building. In the

past decade in the UK, Energy Performance
Certificates (EPCs) have also been used.
The problem is that, after completion and
handover, actual operating conditions can
differ significantly from those assumed at the
design stage. Option D of the IPMVP, using a
calibrated simulation, offers a solution to this.

How it works
Dynamic thermal modelling of the building
is carried out during design and, for more
accuracy, the HVAC schematic may be added
to the model. For unknown operational items,
such as occupant density or operational hours,
assumptions will be used. This model is the
‘unadjusted design stage baseline’. Once the
building is in operation, the model can be
modified to match the actual operational
conditions, including the small power density,
occupancy, operational time and weather data.
All elements of the model – including the
specifications, efficiencies and controls – are
adjusted to represent the existing building.
The modifications will be made so the
results represent the operational energy
performance. Sub-metering is invaluable in
model calibration; sufficient sub-metering of
the building systems will allow the model’s
disaggregated energy output to be compared
with the operational sub-meters.
Once the model is calibrated and the
team is satisfied with its accuracy, the two
models can be compared. The difference
between the adjusted baseline and the
calibrated operational energy consumption
will represent any discrepancy between the
energy performance targeted during design
and that achieved in operation.
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PERFORMANCE

Validated energyperformance ratings

“Sufficient submetering is invaluable
to model calibration,
allowing the model’s
disaggregated energy
output to be compared
with the operational
sub-meters”
Design stage

While, arguably, the overall impact of EPCs
has been positive in making UK buildings
more energy efficient, the consensus in the
industry is that a lot more should be done to
improve operational energy performance.
A method to validate the energy-performance
rating issued for a building at design stage
according to the actual energy performance
would be a significant step forward.
A model calibrated with operational
performance data can be used to produce a
validated, as-built EPC rating for the building.8
Once the model is calibrated, it can be used
in accredited software to create an EPC
rating by reverting to National Calculation
Methodology (NCM) operating conditions.
This rating is comparable with the
theoretical rating created by the design team.
It enables the client to assess the design
and – more importantly – the construction
quality of their building, to determine
whether the targeted energy-performance
rating was achieved.
While the method is straightforward, it can
be made more effective if the building services
are also modelled, rather than relying on the
NCM standard lists and benchmarks. This
may require enhanced modelling skills, plus
additional time and resources for building
simulation, to cover completing the calibrated
model during operation based on monitored
energy consumption.
The success of this method will depend,
partially, on good sub-metering data in the

completed building, plus post-occupancy
evaluation and monitoring. But it allows the
current regulatory structure to be used to
assess the design and construction teams’
success in achieving the targeted energyperformance rating of a building.
Following this process and reporting on the
lessons learned will also identify opportunities
for improving energy performance at the
building and stock level. So, as building
services engineers, we will be able to give
robust advice to our clients and be confident
in the design decisions we make. CJ
■ NAZLI DABIDIAN is head of energy and
sustainability at consulting engineers Mecserve.
She is a certified measurement and verification
professional and CIBSE low carbon energy assessor

References:
1 Design for Performance, Better Building Partnership
– accessed 26 August 2018, bit.ly/2UADU8z
2 Nabers – accessed 26 August 2018,
www.nabers.gov.au
3 London Energy Transformation Initiative – accessed
26 August 2018, www.leti.london
4 Ene 01 Reduction of energy use and carbon
emissions, Breeam – accessed 26 August 2018,
bit.ly/2CipvGK
5 International Performance Measurement
and Veriﬁcation Protocol PMVP , Efﬁciency
Valuation Organisation – accessed 26 August 2018,
bit.ly/2XXVhSI
6 Energy Valuation Organisation EVO accessed 2
August 2018, evo-world.org
7 Department of Energy and Climate Change, 2015,
Guide to Energy Performance Contracting Best
Practices.
8 Burman E, 2014, Towards measurement and
verification of energy performance under the framework
of the European directive for energy performance of
buildings, Energy 77 201 1 -1 .

Operational stage
Adjustment in the design stage model:
Adjusted for elements outside the designers’ and builders’ control

Design stage
model

Weather data
Occupancy density and operational hours
Small power usage and profiles

Adjustment in the operational calibrated model:
Adjusted for elements outside the designers’ and construction team’s
control, as well as elements that the designers or builders can affect
Weather data
Occupancy density and operational hours
Small power usage and profiles
Building fabric performance
AC and lighting change in specification
Control strategies
iagram for measurement: once the building is in operation, the model can be modiﬁed to match the actual operational conditions
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FREE COMMISSIONING*
AND 5 YEAR WARRANTIES**

WE HAVE IT COVERED.
idealcommercialboilers.com

*Free Commissioning Offer available until 31/12/19 and only on Evomax, EVO S, Imax Xtra, Imax Xtra EL and Evomod boilers. Subject to terms and conditions. **5 year warranty available on Evomax and EVO
S boilers and subject to Terms and Conditions. 5 years parts and labour warranty available subject to being commissioned by Ideal Boilers. EVO S boilers must be ﬁtted with a Low Loss Header or Plate Heat
Exchanger. 5 year heat exchanger warranty available on Imax Xtra, Imax Xtra EL and Evomod boilers and subject to terms and conditions; 2 year parts and labour warranty as standard. All terms & conditions
available at www.idealcommercialboilers.com/downloads.
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■ DATA CENTRES AND
WATER HEATERS

SPECIAL FEATURES

This month: Hot-water use analysis; Luna project; data centre commissioning; AI in data centres; regulating humidity for servers

IN HOT
WATER
Analysis of two hotels by
Elementa Consulting revealed
that actual hot-water use is
around half of what systems are
capable of supplying. Elementa’s
David Glossop says this is
resulting in much lower carbon
savings in new services designs

O

ur industry has made significant
steps towards reducing the
energy consumed by the
buildings we design; however,
PAPER
the contribution to this agenda
ACCEPTED
of water services storage and
Technicalm
distribution has yet to be fully grasped.
Symposiu posium
The Building Regulations and efficiency
/sym
w.cibse.org
targets set by Breeam and Leed, for example, ww
il
25-26 Apr
plant that has been oversized to serve the theoretical peak load will not
have led to significant drops in demand and
9
201
work efficiently when trying to modulate to satisfy lower demand. The
outflow from sanitaryware and appliances.
main water booster sets would also be oversized for the actual loads.
Standards for storage and sizing criteria for
To compare actual water use with theoretical calculations,
consumption have not kept pace, however.
Elementa Consulting did in-use tests at two hotels of differing styles
For residential and hotel building types, the
and occupancies.
National Calculation Methodology (NCM)
templates predict high levels of domestic hotCentral London hotel
water consumption – a prediction shared with
The first study was on a central London hotel with around 800 rooms
Swedish and Danish calculation methods.
and a well-used restaurant catering for guests and non-residents. It
Systems designed to optimise operation using
runs at a high level of occupancy, which was taken into account. The
these assumptions increase loadings back
measuring equipment monitored hot-water use and highlighted two
onto the system that may not reflect actual
main aspects – hot-water consumption and timing of peak loads.
demand profiles using water-saving fixtures.
The sanitaryware is dated and does not make use of aerated fittings,
Buildings with ‘high’ domestic hot-water
and there is a high proportion of baths versus showers. Current
demands have been targets for the installation
calculation assumptions would predict hot-water demands of 131,000
of combined heat and power (CHP) and
litres per day; however, the hotel had an average use of just 60,000 litres
other technologies to meet the base demand,
per day. Traditional demand histograms have pronounced peaks in
allowing higher run times and better
the mornings and evenings, with a secondary peak at midday, but this
paybacks. Where their design is based on the
hotel had a much smoother loading in the mornings and evenings. It
NCM, the assessed base load is unlikely to
highlights the risks in applying a standard approach. If system recovery
match reality, so anticipated paybacks and
time is matched to this profile, the primary plant size can be reduced.
carbon savings will not be realised.
Bulk storage tanks, if oversized, present a
Family hotel
risk of poor turnover of water and stagnation,
The second survey was of a family hotel with a restaurant open to
leading to reduced water quality and the
guests and non-residents, plus a spa and pool complex with separate
risk of increased storage temperatures. With
splash pool. The hotel is less than 20 years old and has not had any
domestic hot water, large storage volumes lead
major works since opening, and the survey was done during the school
to increased storage losses. Heat-generation
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DOMESTIC HOT WATER

Comparison of average actual data (four days) against theoretical data
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holidays, when it was running at a high level of occupancy. This, and
leisure complex operation, would be expected to lead to high water use.
However, the hotel was using – on average across the measured period
– 55% less water than the predicted daily consumption using standard
calculations. Actual maximum flow rates through the domestic water
booster pump were 40% below the maximum theoretical demand when
using BS EN806 Guide 2006. As a result, the existing cold-water storage
tank takes more than two days to go through an entire tank.
The data also showed that the peaks of use within the area were
much more spread out than anticipated. The hotel serves a local tourist
attraction, so its use pattern is akin to a conference hotel, with a more
defined start and finish. The morning shows a trend towards this,

but the evening shows a prolonged period
of water use. The highest water use was
in the late evening, which can be directly
attributed to end of service in the restaurant.
The cleaning down period for the kitchens
combined with filter backwash for the pool
complex – rather than guest demands – drive
the pumping peaks.
This small sample illustrates that water
consumption in hotels can be far lower than
predicted, and suggests historic waterconsumption data used to size their systems is
outdated. Retrofitting low-flow sanitaryware
would reduce consumption further.
Over the next decade, the move towards
heat pump technologies fed with renewable
electricity will result in water systems being
renewed in thousands of buildings. It is critical
that evidence-based design be used to avoid
oversizing plant to meet demands that are not
real. Early engagement with the end user, a
detailed understanding of intended operating
profiles, collection of comparable data from
existing facilities, and ongoing monitoring in
occupation are key success factors. CJ
■ DAVID GLOSSOP MCIBSE is principal at
Elementa Consulting

Supreme is a
practical and more
efficient alternative
to using a kettle.
ENERGY EFFICIENT
TEMPERATURE READY INDICATOR
CONFIRMS WHEN READY TO USE
DESIGNED, ENGINEERED AND
MANUFACTURED IN THE UK

Follow us

To find out more, visit

www.heatraesadia.com
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RINNAI – ENERGY EFFICIENT
ON DEMAND
WATER HEATING SYSTEMS
Continuous ﬂow –
What is it
How does it work
How will it perform
How does it compare to other types of hot water heating systems
This CPD focuses deeply on Continuous Flow water heaters giving an in depth
overview of these sophisticated and technologically advanced appliances.
Focus is given to functionality, major components, systems operation,
sizing of large systems and comparative studies of alternative water heating
solutions.
Continuous ﬂow water heaters can also act as a booster to renewable heat
sources, maximising renewable gains whilst minimising gas usage. Therefore
focus will also be given to this important design consideration.
Continuous ﬂow also offers greater ﬂexibility of design of a hot water heating
system – the units can be manifolded/cascaded and do not require the space or
plant room installation that other types need to operate. Installation costs are
much lower. This is reﬂected in the Whole of Life Costing of a continuous ﬂow
system. This is shown below.
Typical applications include many local authority or central government
institution; sports & leisure centres; MoD sites; hotels; care homes; commercial
kitchens; schools; hospitals; restaurants.

COMPARATIVE SYSTEMS
Direct ﬁred cylinders
Indirect caloriﬁers
Plate Heat Exchangers

heavy, difﬁcult to handle, requires plant room
ﬁnite amount stored, requires large plant room
prone to blockages, requires regular maintenance
needing shut down

PRICE COMPARISON TO OTHER TYPES OF HOT WATER DELIVERY
School Kitchen, Essex

Golf Club, Reigate, Surrey

2 Deep Kitchen Sinks, 2 Wash Hand Basins
& Spray Wand requiring

8 Showers, 12 Wash Hand Basins & Kitchen
requiring 650 Litres/hr at peak demand

450 Litres/hr at peak demand

List Price

Direct
Fired Option

Continuous
Flow Option

£3,044

£1,621

Saving

£1,423

Direct
Fired Option

Continuous
Flow Option
2 Modules

List price

£5,154

£3,242

Saving

£1,912

Luxury 5 Star hotel, Central London
120 Rooms - 10,000 Litres /hr required

List Price
Saving

Direct
Fired Option

Continuous
Flow Option

4 Modules +
1,200 l store

9 Modules +
1,000 l store

£43,152

£26,511

£16,641

For more details on
RINNAI products visit
www.rinnaiuk.com
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CONTINUOUS FLOW
- SYSTEM DESIGN
EXCELLENCE
This Rinnai CPD gives an in-depth explanation into the design parameters of a
continuous ﬂow hot water system.
The course comprehensively covers the following critical design considerations;
• heat energy and how it is used in the sizing of a commercial hot water delivery
system
• what applications are suited to it
• how to size a semi-storage system
The course also covers other important design factors such as the system
components that must be ﬁtted to satisfy G3 requirements. It also delves into basic
hydraulics and gives an understanding of ACOP L8 whilst explaining the beneﬁts of
continuous ﬂow in designing best practice for legionella prevention.
As a continuous ﬂow water heater always deliver TEMPERATURE that is set
on water heater we can determine the ﬂow rate exactly that the Water Heater will
deliver.
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STEMMING
THE FLOW
It is recognised that using the traditional loading units
method overestimates the design flow for hot and cold water
systems. Heriot-Watt University’s Achala Wickramasinghe
explains how the Luna project aims to address the issue and
calls for data to help validate a new method

F

or many years, there has been concern that water-supply
systems for buildings in the UK are being over-designed
as a result of using an outdated calculation method.
The traditional loading units (LU) method is used
to estimate the design water flowrate of hot and
cold systems, which include pipework, booster sets and
hot-water generation systems. There is evidence that using this method
overestimates the design load, which leads to over-designed watersupply systems and results in larger capital costs, as well as higher
energy consumption.
In addition, oversized pipework can cause lower-than-anticipated
water velocities, resulting in unnecessary heat gain in cold-water
pipes and heat losses in hot-water pipes. Low water velocities can
also create hygiene concerns because of the risk of biofilm growth in
supply systems.
While this is an issue across many building types and sizes, the impact
is particularly significant in medium to large residential buildings.
A research initiative to address the problem – widely known
within the building services industry as Loading Units Normalisation
Assessment (Luna) – is now in its second phase as an Innovate UK
Knowledge Transfer Programme (KTP) project between CIBSE
and Heriot-Watt University. Its goal is to develop a new method for
estimating the design flow in residential buildings.
Water demand for a property depends, in part, on the number of
users and their water-usage patterns, which – in turn – relates to many
factors, such as age, occupation, cultural background and so on.
Demand is complicated by the growth in the retrofitting of waterefficient products, such as low-flow showerheads and taps, and waterefficient toilets, which require less water. It can be seen that peak water

flowrates for different apartments are unlikely
to coincide because of the diversity in water
usage. As a result, this has to be factored in
when estimating the design water flow of a
residential building with multiple apartments.
In addition, the design flow of a building
differs according to the arrangement of
its hot- and cold-water supply system. For
example, at a given instant, the total hot- and
cold-water demand at the main intake point to
a building – with instantaneous heat interface
units (HIUs) installed in each apartment
to serve its domestic hot water demand is
different from that value – if the domestic hot
water demand of each apartment is served
directly from a central plant room.
It is not economical to design the watersupply system for a possible maximum
simultaneous flow, as the probability of
its occurrence will be very small. So it is
necessary to define a design condition with an
acceptable level of system failure – calculation
methods are often necessary for this task.
In the UK, the recognised standard for
estimating the design flowrate in water
supply systems is BS EN 806-3:2006, the
UK version of the harmonised European
Standard. BS 6700, which has now been
replaced by BS 8558, is also a widely
recognised standard within the industry.
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esign ow trends for different calculation methods
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Figure : una phase showed that all the methods used in the

overestimate the design flowrate, some signiﬁcantly

In addition, the Plumbing Engineering Services Design Guide,
published by the Chartered Institute of Plumbing and Heating
Engineering (CIPHE), offers an opportunity to estimate the design flow
for three frequencies of water usage; the ‘low’ usage scenario has been
recommended for residential buildings.
These standards are all based on the ‘LU method’, whereby each type
of appliance is assigned a LU value based on its relative load-producing
weight, which depends on the flowrate of the appliance, duration of
a water-use event, and the time between successive water-use events.
These standards take 99% as the design condition, meaning there is a 1%
chance of the actual demand exceeding the system capacity.
The task for Luna phase 1 – a joint project between Heriot-Watt
University, CIBSE and CIPHE – was to recommend the most
appropriate approach for estimating the design flow in residential
buildings. This work compared LU-method-based UK standards with
a number of shortlisted international standards. Design flow estimates
calculated in accordance with these standards for as-installed designs
were compared with actual flow data collected from a third party. It was
clear from the results that all methods used in the UK overestimate the
design flowrate, some significantly (see Figure 1).
Based on these results and a comparison of the statistical validity
of these methods, Luna phase 1 proposed the development of a
new method of estimating design flowrate, rather than rework

the traditional LU method. (For more
information on Luna phase 1, see the report
at bit.ly/2u4RUvp).
The research team at Heriot-Watt
University and CIBSE, led by Professor
Lynne Jack, is now working on Luna phase 2,
collaborating with the Luna steering group,
the Society of Public Health Engineers
(SoPHE) and CIPHE to propose a new
methodology for estimating the design flow in
medium to large residential buildings.
To develop and validate the new method,
it is necessary to collect primary data
representative of the peak water demand.
So the research team is now looking for
support from the building services and
public health engineering sectors to collect
data – either existing, measured hot- and coldwater flow data from residential properties
in the UK – or to gain access to properties to
carry out flow measurements using nonintrusive metering.
Alongside this, information on the
plumbing system layout, water-using
appliances and occupancy level of the
building during flow measurements are
required to correlate them to the relevant
model variables.
The data-collection phase of the project
will run until October. Anyone willing to
support the work within this timescale
can contact the research team on
+44 (0)208 772 3626 or via email at
SWickramasinghe@cibse.org
The outcome of Luna phase 2 will
inform technical guidance documents and,
potentially, form the basis for a new standard
– which should lead to more accurate
specifications. This should help avoid excess
energy consumption and unnecessary heat
loss, and lower costs for water-supply systems
in residential buildings. CJ
■ ACHALA WICKRAMASINGHE is KTP associate at
Heriot-Watt University
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Cutting both
energy and cost,
the best solution
in every location

Advies van A.O. Smith: Kies altijd voor een con
condenserende
ndenserende bboiler
oiler !
The best hot water solution for new buildings and replacement projects
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atmospheric water heater.
Years
5,0

Time taken in years to recover investment
cost based on gas and installation prices

User advantages:
• High temperatures and quick recovery
Ä SHLDRÄ@SÄL@WHLTLÄDEÆBHDMBX
• Excellent hot water comfort levels
• Highest possible energy savings

Installer advantages:
• Easy installation and maintenance
• Room independent (ventilation)
• Ideal for use in restricted spaces
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LEREN
Leren is a linear LED luminaire, suitable for both surface
and suspended installation.
Suspended option offers both up and downward
distribution benefiting any commercial or
education environment.
• Electrical connectors for standalone or continuous run installations.
• Available as fixed output, DALI dimmable, emergency options,
PIR and LiteIP controls.
• 4,000lm, 5,200lm and 7,500lm variants.
• 120 Llm/cW – 100,000 hour lifetime.

www.luceco.com
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DATA CENTRES

| COMMISSIONING

DATA CENTRE COMMISSIONING:
SEVEN STEPS TO SUCCESS

Commissioning is vital for any data centre
project. ISG’s Paul Pompili identifies the key
processes to ensure successful delivery

W

hen planning and delivering a new
hyperscale data centre, commissioning
has, traditionally, been close to the
bottom of a long list of action points.
But a growing body of evidence suggests
this mindset may be undermining the
ability to deliver projects effectively in an era of accelerated
programmes and punitive service-level agreements (SLAs).
ISG has witnessed the transformation of this sector
over the past decade – and the main drivers for success
are to bring robust capacity online in the shortest possible
timeframe. Commissioning is integral to this, so here are
seven steps to commissioning success:

Step 1: Integration with the design
The ability to commission equipment should be considered
at the earliest stage of a project. It is essential to build
a commissioning schedule into the programme and
sequence how you will access equipment during the build
process. Time spent considering logistical challenges will
be rewarded with seamless integration during the build.

Step 2: Planning
Engage your technical services teams at the outset – feed
their knowledge into the design of building services in the
initial stages, when they can help develop a comprehensive
schedule for the testing and commissioning process. Make
the testing regime simple, standardised and transparent, so
commissioning is readily tracked and recorded centrally.
Don’t assume technology will solve all challenges.
Documentation is often not produced progressively,
resulting in the late release of vital documents and project
delays. A comprehensive plan must include a phased
schedule and record of necessary documentation.

Step 3: The factory acceptance test
Not all products undergo a witnessed factory acceptance
test – so, unless you have verified data that you can
successfully integrate these within your network, you must
validate compliance before installation begins. Costly and
time-consuming issues can be avoided with a thorough
interrogation long before any product arrives on site.

Step 4: Visual inspections
This sounds simple, but it is often overlooked on a busy
site. Make sure any delivered equipment is visually
inspected for signs of damage. Defects should be reported
immediately and a swift resolution sought. Smart
tags should be fixed to equipment to give the unique

Engage your technical services
team from the outset of a project

identification of equipment and associated commissioning data during
construction and post-completion.

Step 5: Site acceptance testing
Each product and service should be physically and independently
tested on site, to verify performance criteria and ensure alignment
with the design and specification. This is site acceptance testing (SAT).
Remember, the physical testing operation is not synonymous with the
release of the testing documentation, which needs to be independently
tracked to ensure the process is completed.

Step 6: System operation verification
All data transmission networks should be independently certified
ahead of any joint systems testing, to ensure communication between
equipment is functional. Isolation and certification of these networks
is the precursor to full operations testing, but it’s easy to get this
sequencing wrong and create needless delays.

Step 7: Integrated system testing
This is the chance to observe the performance of a data centre at
maximum design load. Absolute rigour and attention to detail is
fundamental at this stage. Actions include measuring and accurately
recording switch positions, environmental conditions and failure
scenarios, to ensure operational compliance. Efficient progression to
this stage marks the operational handover of the data centre.
Changing the conversation about commissioning with our customers
and key project stakeholders has proved pivotal in meeting expectations
for faster, day-one operational data centres. By identifying critical
pathways and processes that can have the most detrimental impact,
project collaboration is enhanced. In future, we expect to see dynamic
live reporting fall within our arsenal. However, our adage will remain
the same – ignore the importance of commissioning at your peril. CJ
■ PAUL POMPILI is divisional director, engineering services, at ISG
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Automatic for the people
Last year, Google’s DeepMind company used machine learning to reduce
energy associated with cooling at its data centres by 40%. UWE’s Dan Cash
considers the otential of arti cial intelli ence in the industr

A

■
DAN CASH is senior
lecturer in building
services at the
University of the West
of England (UWE)

s you stand at baggage reclaim, you open an app
on your phone. This tells you your home’s heating
is on and will hit your preferred temperature
just as you turn the key in the lock. Gone are the days of
returning to a cold house; the new generation of home
thermostats record your daily routine and preferred
temperatures, and learn about your house and its heating
system. They predict when to turn on the heating based
on your preferences and the forecast external conditions.
This intelligent behaviour is calculated using a
machine-learning algorithm. Machine learning is a subset
of artificial intelligence (AI), with algorithms designed
to learn and improve from experience rather than being
programmed explicitly, as in traditional systems.
Large amounts of data are required to train the
algorithm. It is no coincidence that the current surge
in interest in AI follows the huge datasets that have
been generated through the internet and smartphones.
Learning thermostats are effectively Internet of Things
(IoT)-enabled devices, which use the internet to upload
data from sensors to web-based servers. The collected data
is then used to refine operational behaviour.
What could be the potential of this idea if scaled up to
larger buildings and systems? A well-publicised example
is Google’s use of machine-learning algorithms through
its DeepMind subsidiary. These helped reduce energy
associated with its data centre cooling by 40%, leading to
an overall energy saving of 15%. This was startling given
that these facilities were already highly engineered.1
Key reasons these data centres were good candidates for
AI technologies include:
■ The existence of an abundance of training data from
historical monitoring from a multitude of sensors
■ The systems controlling the internal climate are
complex and there are thousands of ways that individual
items of equipment can interact with each other
■ For every permutation of internal server load and
external weather data there is an optimum operating
scenario of the various components
■ Optimised scenarios cannot be arrived at by human
intuition alone.
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Machine learning as a tool looks for patterns in
training data to develop an algorithm that produces a
reliable output from given inputs. Once the learning is
complete, the algorithm can be used as a prediction tool
for optimising outcomes. Initially, when used to optimise
the performance of data centres, algorithms made
recommendations for human operators to implement.
This was to ensure the system did not try to move to a state
that would have put the data centre at risk. At the end of
last year, DeepMind announced the algorithms had been
allowed to make changes to the control system directly,
within predefined safe ranges for the equipment. This
direct control of the data centre by a machine-learningbased AI agent is exciting for the future of buildings and
the built environment as we seek to decarbonise.
Non-domestic buildings are generally unique and
involve a complex arrangement of services, ranging
from chilled water plant through to automated openable
windows. Control systems for buildings are, in turn,
unique and programmed by hand to predicted operating
scenarios developed by the designer, which is inherently
limiting – as with the operation of data centres.
The key to advancing building control systems towards
an AI-enabled future is the adoption of communication
platforms that can support its deployment. Currently,
many companies offer data analytics tools that
continuously read the status of points in a building
management system (BMS). These can offer insights and
allow building managers to make informed decisions.
However, the modification of the architecture in a
building control system needs human intervention.
Moving to a point where it’s possible to ‘write’ to the BMS
in a meaningful way may take time. In the meantime,
when designing buildings, consider the platform for
communication-based systems, their interoperability, the
ability to collect data, and the security of that data.
Data from an access control system could, in future, be
as useful to defining the operation of building systems as
a temperature sensor. In operation, look after your data,
keep BIM models up to date, store data in accordance with
approved standards, and consider using a digital twin.

References:
1

Safety-ﬁrst A for autonomous data centre cooling and
industrial control, DeepMind blog http://bit.ly/CJApr19AI
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Streets ahead
The success of autonomous vehicles will depend on data-centre resilience
and the abilit of arti cial intelli ence to redict otential maintenance
failures across smaller data centres, says Keysource’s Richard Clifford

T

he use of artificial intelligence (AI) to alert
engineers to potential failures in heating and
cooling systems is becoming an increasingly
important part of data-centre engineering.
AI systems use continuous data readings from multiple
sensors to analyse patterns and spot where small
fluctuations in vibration, sound or temperature could lead
to system failure. Unlike a BMS system, which alerts you
when a system has failed, AI has the advantage of being
able to spot the early symptoms.
AI can process data far more quickly and more
accurately than humans. Those in charge of maintenance
can glean previously unavailable information on their
infrastructure as soon as they deploy these AI systems.
However, they really come into their own when the
algorithms that sit behind them start to self-learn.
Each time a problem is diagnosed by AI and solved
by an engineer, it is fed back into the AI’s log. Multiple
instances of the same issue will allow the AI to develop an
understanding of common malfunctions and what causes
them – offering suggestions to engineers. As it ‘learns’, the
AI will eventually alert engineers to the potential future
failure of an entire cooling system, for example, and allow
them to diagnose problems more quickly.
AI can also help ensure that the maintenance team
sends out the best engineer to solve a particular issue.
For example, AI can determine when an ostensible
mechanical fault is actually a problem with an electrical
process elsewhere.

Driving autonomy
The emergence of the Internet of Things, smart cities
and connected vehicles are creating new challenges
around the need to access data at speed, which AI can help
to overcome. For an autonomous vehicle to function, for
example, data needs to be instantly available to it. One data
centre in the south of England can’t operate autonomous
vehicles in Scotland, for instance, as the physical distance
causes a lag between the data centre and the car.
This is partly why data-centre owners and operators are
looking to deploy multiple, smaller data centres spread

across a wider geography. The industry often calls this
‘edge-of-network computing’ – or ‘edge’.
To return to the connected vehicle example, as a car
travels, it’s constantly connecting to its nearest data
centre, which uses the analytic data at the edge to improve
vehicle performance, reliability and driver experience.
It also ensures vehicles are kept up to date with the
latest software and equipped for autonomous or semiautonomous operation.
Being connected to the nearest data centre is vital – an
extra millisecond lag in the process could easily cause a
driverless vehicle to fail, rendering the benefits of any
technology pointless. These interconnected facilities,
strategically deployed around multiple locations, are going
to be a huge factor in the success of the future connected
world. However, there’s a key maintenance challenge.
The simple fact is that expert engineers cannot be
everywhere at once, so a solution needs to be found to
minimise the mean time to repair (MTTR) and support
regional teams with expert knowledge.
So the insight that AI-enabled monitoring systems can
provide will be key to delivering edge. The technology
can monitor for potential electrical and cooling
problems that are likely to arise, so an engineer can fix
individual issues without the need to go to every site for
routine check-ups.
It also ensures that the correct jobs are matched to the
correct skill level. Skilled engineers can use the realtime data from sensors to talk someone through how to
fix minor issues rather than making, say, a 50-mile trip
themselves. This will prove invaluable in tackling the skills
shortage faced by the industry by allowing them to spend
more time dealing with bigger issues.
Using AI to create efficiencies in maintenance might
be less sexy than other proposed applications for the
technology, but it has profound benefits for cost and
labour efficiency, uptime and resilience – everything
for which we see clients setting key performance
indicators. Embedding it in the industry now will go
a long way to preparing for the imminent challenges
of a more connected, data-reliant UK.

■
RICHARD
CLIFFORD
is head of innovation
at Keysource
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MIST
OPPORTUNITY
To run a reliable server and
storage system, the regulation
of the internal environment is
essential, says HygroMatik’s
Andie Chessun

W

ith ever increasing
demand for data
processing and storage
capacity, big companies
are investing in new
facilities to deliver webbased services to more and more users.
Having the correct air humidity and indoor
temperature conditions for these facilities
is vital for maintaining equipment and
operations.
Data centres generate huge amounts
of heat that gets released into the room,
making cooling a major issue – both in terms
of stopping the equipment from overheating
and controlling the significant amount of
energy needed for this. Worldwide datacentre power consumption is estimated
to account for 2-3% of the Earth’s total
electricity use, so the necessity for energy
saving solutions is clear.
As servers and storage systems operate
most reliably at an ambient temperature
of 18-21°C and a relative humidity of more
than 45%, air conditioning is essential.
Today, adiabatic humidification systems are
typically favoured as the easiest and most
cost-efficient way of regulating humidity
and room temperature in data centres.
Adiabatic systems that humidify the air
in air conditioning and ventilation systems
with demineralised water offer very high
humidification with particularly low energy
consumption and high control accuracy.
Adiabatic systems use water evaporation
to reduce the temperature of the air, thereby
improving equipment efficiency. Highand low-pressurised water systems are
used to create a humidifying mist and the
evaporation of the water reduces the dry
bulb temperature while increasing
the air moisture content – known as

adiabatic cooling. Temperature is controlled by adjusting the airflow of
the cooler.
As the systems do not require an external or dedicated energy source
to change water into vapour for humidification, they lower energy
demands drastically. This gives data centres the most energy-efficient
air conditioning solution, reducing operating costs and offers the lowest
environmental impact.
As a room heats up, the relative humidity of air decreases and can
fall below desired levels. Air that is too dry increases the risk of static
electricity, so the provision of sufficient air humidification in server rooms
is necessary to counteract the development of electrostatic discharges.
Using adiabatic cooling effectively reduces the risk of server downtime and
data loss, and the potential impact this can have on operations.

Maintaining energy efficiency
Humidification and maximising cooling efficiency is not just about having
the right equipment – it can also be about making a few layout changes
to the data centre. To reduce the overall work that adiabatic equipment
has to do, locate the cooling as close to the workloads as possible. This can
mean shifting perimeter units to the end of a rack row, and may require
supplemental cooling for localised areas.
Efficient data-centre cooling starts with an assessment of the physical
integrity of the facility. Identifying, and plugging, any gaps that allow air to
escape and penetrate the facility is an obvious step that is often overlooked.
As new equipment is brought into data centres and moved around over
time, the holes punched throughout the facility to accommodate conduits
have an impact on humidity levels and compromise the vapour barrier. It is
important to make sure the vapour barrier remains intact, as this is critical
to maintaining humidity and ensuring energy is not wasted on doing so.
It is not unusual to discover old data-centre technology that has been
kept running by the IT team for fear of disrupting operations. It is good
practice to measure regularly the power consumption of items – such as
servers and racks – to identify equipment that is running inefficiently in
regards to capacity, thereby allowing improvements to be made.
Optimum humidity is also the ideal basis for a comfortable and healthy
work place climate. After all, getting the air humidity and temperature
right is just as important to the people who work in data centres as it is to
the equipment they are managing. CJ
■ ANDIE CHESSUN is national sales manager at HygroMatik and chair of the
FETA Humidity Group
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Variable air volume (VAV)
air conditioning matures,
adapts and flourishes
This module will deliver an overview of the basic flow
principles that justify the application of VAV, and offer
examples of more recent developments that mark its
longevity and adaptability
Variable air volume (VAV) is well established in the global air conditioning market,
having been embraced in the US more than half a century ago. This preceded the
1970s energy crises (that subsequently heightened the interest in VAV) but, as noted
by Shepherd in his seminal work,1 it was quickly adopted as ‘enlightened engineers
and building clients appreciated the potential of VAV techniques’.
In building services engineering, when considering flow of air through ducts, the
pressures are such that the air is considered as being ‘incompressible’ – the volume
does not change with pressure (although the specific volume will alter as the air
temperature varies).
As air flows along a duct, it is convenient to consider it in terms of static pressure,
pS (Pa), velocity pressure, pV (Pa), and total pressure, pT (Pa) where
pT = pS + pV, and where velocity pressure, pV = 0.5 x fluid density x (air velocity)2 =
0.5 c2, as shown in Figure 1.
Considering the flow of air through a duct (as in Figure 1), the volume flow, q
(m3.s-1), may be determined from the average velocity of the air, c, multiplied by the
duct area, A (m2). Typically for air systems, a density, , of 1.2kg.m-3 is used (this varies

+/- 4% across the range of typical HVAC
conditions) so pV is commonly noted as being
0.6c2. (In a ducted air system, the velocity
pressure of the air may be determined using a
pitot-static tube traverse or, more practically,
in an operating system through a fixed
measuring device such as velocity tubes or a
pitot grid.)
As explained fully in CIBSE Guide C1,
the ‘Darcy equation’ is used to provide
a relationship between the parameters
of a conduit (such as a pipe or duct) and
the pressure drop (because of frictional
resistance) in the fluid (water or air) flowing in
that conduit:
∆p = λ

Static
pressure, pS

Total
pressure, pT

Velocity pressure, pV

Tim Dwyer 2019

Manometer readings directly in Pascals

Figure 1: The
pressures in a duct
with flowing air

( DL ) (

c2
2

) = λ ( DL ) p

V

Pa

where λ = friction factor; L = length of conduit
(m); D = hydraulic diameter (= 4 x area/
perimeter) of conduit (m); c = velocity of
fluid (m.s-1); = fluid density (kg.m-3); and p =
pressure (Pa).
Reynolds number, Re, is applied to
determine the friction factor, λ. The Reynolds
number – Re = c d/ , where is the dynamic
viscosity of the fluid (Pa.s) – characterises
the flow regime of air in a duct. Air viscosity
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does not alter significantly across the range
of typical conditions in HVAC ductwork, and
the viscosity for air at 25°C, 0.18 × 10-4Pa.s is
commonly used as a representative value.
Flow is considered as laminar (streamlined)
when Re < 2,300 and turbulent when Re >
3,000. When flow is laminar, the friction factor
is given by the Poisseuille equation, λ = 64/Re.
However, the velocities in HVAC ductwork
will inevitably produce turbulent flow. When
turbulent, the friction factor will be influenced
both by variations in Re (that in a particular
duct is proportional to the velocity) and, to a
k
lesser extent, the ‘relative roughness’ – ( D )
– where k is the surface roughness of the duct
(for example, for new galvanised steel, k =
0.15mm) and D is the hydraulic duct diameter
(measured in a unit consistent to that of k).
The relative roughness will only alter for a
particular duct as the surface characteristics
change – for example, as the duct ages or
becomes contaminated.
For turbulent flow, the implicit ColebrookWhite equation, or one of the many explicit
alternative equations such as the Haaland
equation (as used below), is applied to
determine the friction factor where
1/√λ = -1.8log [

+
( 6.9
Re ) ( 3.7 )
k
D

1.11

Yellow shaded area indicative of potential (and idealised)
reduction in air supply over a day

East + West
load

Cooling load
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West zone load

Figure 2: Idealised and simpliﬁed representation of reduction in air
supply volume over a day for two zones with VAV compared to VAV
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It is generally considered that the friction
factor alters only slightly for a particular duct
system, as the flowrate varies through the
duct within a range of typical air velocities. (In
reality, this may be an oversimplification as,
at lower velocities – of approximately < 5m.s-1
– as volume flowrates and velocities vary, the
effect of the change in Re will significantly
alter the friction factor.)
Assuming a constant friction factor, as
the air velocity (and hence volume flow, q)
changes – and assuming all other parameters
in the Darcy equation are constant – the
duct pressure drop is proportional to the
square of the fluid velocity, and to the
square of the volume flowrate, ∆p ∝ q2.
This applies to the whole duct flow system
including fittings as long as the geometry
stays constant (for example, damper settings
remain unaltered ).
Since ∆p ∝ q2, then for any particular
flowrate ∆p1= R q12, where R is the
characteristic resistance of the ducted system,
R may be established from the design pressure
drop and flowrate and can be applied to
discover the system pressure drop at other
air flowrates.
The power, P (W), required to move the
air through a ducted air system with a total
pressure drop of ∆pT may be determined from
P = q ∆pT and since ∆p ∝ q2, significant savings
are achievable as the required air power (and

East zone load

from
other
zones

Figure : A simpliﬁed basic VAV system

so, fan power) will reduce by the cube of any reduction in volume flow.
This is the key driver for the application of multizone VAV systems in buildings
that have multiple zone loads that peak at different times of the day. In a constant air
volume multizone system (CAV), the cumulative total of the peak airflows to supply
the zonal design (peak) loads must be supplied continuously, whereas VAV needs to
supply air only to meet the concurrent zone loads that, as shown in Figure 2, offer the
potential for significant fan energy savings.
Early VAV installations – which revolutionised the air conditioning marketplace
of the 1960s – were controlled using, in today’s terms, relatively basic pneumatic or
electrical controllers, but they were still able to provide systems that delivered a step
change in reducing energy consumption compared with constant volume multizone
air conditioning. The prevalent pneumatic controls were effective in controlling
zone temperatures and system static pressure, but provided little or no ‘data’ that
could be used by the operator or for overall systems management. The mechanical
control techniques of the time that were used for varying the volume flow delivered
by fans similarly lacked the connectivity, flexibility and performance of today’s
digitally controlled variable speed motors.
There are many variants of VAV systems. The simple VAV system, shown
in Figure 3, provides the characteristic elements where each of the terminal
units receives primary air from the central air handling unit (AHU) at the same
temperature. The flow through the supply fan is typically modulated to maintain
the supply air static pressure so that it is sufficient to supply the required air though
every terminal, while attempting to keep duct static pressure as low as possible. The
exhaust fan flow will be varied to meet the needs of building pressurisation and the
supply air flowrate.
The central plant is able to use an economiser cycle (mixed air), but controlled so
that zones supplying minimum airflow are still providing an appropriate proportion
of outdoor air. Traditionally, the primary supply has been at a fixed temperature
and is often at about 13°C, since the original role of the VAV system was to provide
only cooling to core areas in buildings. Some systems have evolved to include
seasonal (or continuous) reset in the supply air temperature so as to meet space
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load requirements more effectively (for all zones) while maintaining outdoor air
requirements and optimum distribution costs.
The terminal unit (such as the schematic example in Figure 4) contains a butterfly
damper, which modulates so the flow of cool air into the conditioned space is
sufficient to offset the cooling load in the space. VAV terminal units often integrate
reheaters to meet local heating loads to, for example, offset perimeter winter heat
losses. As described more fully in CIBSE Guide H (section 5.8), the air supply is
typically controlled from the space temperature with a cascade (or reset) controller.
This offers temperature control and damper operation to regulate airflow, using an
integrated pressure sensor for the airflow measurement.
The significant advantages delivered by VAV systems – including the reduction in
fan power and reheat compared to a CAV – are not without challenges, such as the
lack of zonal humidity control; ensuring sufficient outdoor air supply to individual
zones; and delivering appropriate room air movement at maximum terminal turndown. Typically, VAV boxes have been selected to be able to turn-down to 30% of
maximum flowrate to maintain air distribution. At lower flowrates, cold air ‘dumping’
and the lack of mixing when supplying reheated air have often been associated with
a poorly conceived or operated VAV system.
There have been many adaptations of simple VAV to overcome some of these
deficiencies. For example, where there is a high diversity in a zone load – for
example, in meeting rooms – fan-assisted terminals (that recirculate and mix room
air with the primary air supply) have been employed to allow a constant air volume
to the zone, so ensuring an appropriate air distribution and ventilation efficiency
while the primary supply air to the zone box is varied. This can additionally be
combined with reheat that is activated when both the primary air has been reduced
to a minimum and the heat recovery from the recirculated room air is insufficient
to maintain required room temperature. Variable geometry diffusers – such as the
concept in Figure 5 – have been developed to maintain supply velocities at lower
flowrates that are sufficient to maintain the Coand effect across soffits to maintain
the desired air distribution.
The advent of digital controls and efficient variable-speed motors has
spawned a multitude of systems that are able to efficiently maintain good quality
room conditions.

Figure 4: A generic pressure-independent VAV terminal unit. It is ‘pressure-independent’ because the
room sensor directly influences the volume flow of the primary air through the employment of two
cascading control loops: the ﬁrst sets zone supply temperature and the output from this resets the airflow
required; and the second controller varies damper position to maintain flowrate independent of the
primary air pressure. The flowrate in this example for the heating is set above the minimum (for cooling)
to meet the maximum heating load (at an appropriate maximum supply temperature) while ensuring
reasonable air distribution (Source: CIBSE Guide H, 2009)
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Room
temperature
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Figure 5: Concept variable-geometry VAV diffuser

For example, as reported by Taylor,2
digital signal processing can work to deliver
stable supply flowrates that are significantly
lower than those normally specified by the
manufacturer. Such controllability may be
employed for ‘time average ventilation’ that
varies the volume flow over a period of time
(for example, 15 minutes) averaging below
the normal minimum flow that benefits
from the capacitive qualities of the room air
volume – mass, thermal and contaminant –
to maintain an acceptable, time-averaged,
internal environment.
Similarly controlled ‘purge cycles’ can be
employed to reduce zone ventilation during
unoccupied periods by boosting the rate of
airflow immediately prior to occupation.
The possibilities and complexities in the
control and monitoring of multizone VAV
make commissioning and troubleshooting
increasingly complicated. However, as
proposed and explained by Brambley,3
software modules for fault detection,
isolation and correction for VAV terminal
boxes that work in conjunction with building
management systems can be deployed, which
will automatically identify, signal and seek to
resolve faults.
One of the significant recent shifts in VAV is
its increased adoption as a solution for smallscale single-zone air-conditioning applications
such as cafés, restaurants, teaching spaces,
offices and shops. The zone sensor is used to
vary both the cooling or heating capacity and
the fan speed. These compact package units
include efficient variable speed fans and use
contemporary optimised subsystems such
as direct expansion (DX) split cooling with
variable speed compressors, fan-coil units,
heat pumps and high-efficiency particulate
filtering. Increasingly, accessible sensing,
wireless and network connectivity and
digital technologies allow ‘smart’ control
of single-zone systems to give effective
predictive and demand-controlled healthy
and productive environments.
© Tim Dwyer, 2019.

■ Turn to page 62 for further reading and references.
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Module 143
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April 2019
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1. Applying the Darcy equation, what would be the

Organisation .......................................................................................................

approximate pressure drop through 10m of 200mm
diameter galvanised steel duct with friction factor 0.023
and with air at 25°C flowing with an average velocity
of 4m.s-1?
A

0.11Pa

B

0.66Pa

C

1.1Pa

D

6.6Pa

E

11Pa

2. What is the minimum average air velocity certain to be
turbulent for the duct in question 1?
A

0.13m·s-¹

B

0.23m·s-¹

C

0.33m·s-¹

D

0.43m·s-¹

E

0.53m·s-¹

3. What was the temperature of the primary supply air that
was historically used in multizone VAV systems?
A

9°C

B

11°C

C

13°C

D

15°C

E

17°C

4. What is a ‘purge cycle’ referred to in this article?
A

A boosted ventilation rate to remove contaminants when
there are more occupants in the room

B

A purging period of ventilation used after the occupants
have left the room to reduce humidity

C

An extract-led ventilation to reduce room pressure

D

An increase in demand-controlled ventilation as
CO2 levels rise

E

An increased ventilation rate prior to the

Address ................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................
Postcode ..............................................................................................................
Email .....................................................................................................................
Are you a member of CIBSE? If so, please state your
membership number: ....................................................................................

The CIBSE Journal CPD Programme
By entering your details above, you agree that CIBSE may contact you with
information about CPD and other training or professional development
programmes, and about membership of CIBSE, if you are not a member.
Go to www.cibsejournal.com/cpd to complete this questionnaire online.
You will receive notiﬁcation by email of successful completion, which can be
used to validate your CPD records. Alternatively, ﬁll in this page and post it
to: N Hurley, CIBSE, 222 Balham High Road, London, SW12 9BS

Further reading:
CIBSE Guide B3, Section 3.2.3.2.2, 2016.
CIBSE Guide H, 2009, Section 5.8, 2009.
Shepherd, K, VAV Air Conditioning Systems, Blackwell Science, 1999.
Hydeman, M et al, Advanced Variable Air Volume System Design Guide, California
Energy Commission, 2003.
Demand Control Ventilation Application Guide for Consulting Engineers, Siemens 2013.
Understanding Single-Zone VAV Systems, Trane Engineers Newsletter, Volume 42 –2, 2013.

References:
1 Shepherd, K, VAV Air Conditioning Systems, Blackwell 1999.
2 Taylor, S, Making VAV Great Again, ASHRAE Journal, August 2018.
3 Brambley, M et al, Final Project Report: Self-Correcting Controls for VAV System Faults,
PNNL 2011.

occupation of the room
5. Which of these technologies were not cited in the article
in association with compact single-zone VAV systems?
A

DX cooling with variable speed compressors

B

Heat pumps

C

High velocity ductwork

D

Particulate filtering

E

Variable speed fans
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RINNAI CPDs - ACOP

L8

This gives guidance for the control of legionella bacteria for
Hot & Cold water systems (We are looking at DHW ONLY)
Understanding ACOP L8 and Hot water design
This course is aimed at Installers, Contractors, Maintenance Personnel and
Designers. The course seeks to give a basic understanding of L8 and how it affects
DHW systems. This course will cover the use of low temperature systems, as well
as the use of Rinnai pure controls for pasteurisation.
The course will delve into ACOP L8 and how continuous ﬂow water heaters
can help design out proliferation risks, including ﬂow and return, utilisation of
close temperature control as a means of limiting bacteria growth and control
technologies.

ACOP L8 - PREVENTATIVE
MEASURES
• Good system design
• Avoid dead legs (capped ends)
• Cleanliness of system (Hard water
areas system should be treated)
• Temperature control
• Ensure water is kept moving
frequently
• L8 2.72 ‘In hard water areas,
softening of the cold water supply
to the hot water distribution
system should be considered’
• This to reduce the risk of scale
build up within pipework and its
deposit within the base
of caloriﬁers

TO REDUCE RISK
• Where cold water comes direct
from wholesome mains
• Where daily water usage is
inevitable & sufﬁcient to turn
over the entire system
• Where hot water is fed from
instantaneous heaters or low
storage volume water heaters
(supplying outlets at 50°C) 1

For more details on
RINNAI products visit
www.rinnaiuk.com

L8 and Continuous Flow
• Where water is fed from an
instantaneous heater
• System at 60°C, 90% of
bacteria killed within 2 minutes
• Minimum temperature from
heat exchanger 60°C
• Water Heater Temperature
Accurate ± 1°C
• Low water volume
• Full turn over in volume

Continuous Flow Systems
HELP to Alleviate Risk
of Legionella

Auto Pasteurisation Remote
Control System
Heaters accurate ± 1°C
To have a system at low
temperature a control
regime is required
• Biocides
• Chlorine Dioxide
• Copper & Silver Ionisation
• UV Light
Importance of temperature
as a control measure
• Above 70°C kills almost instantly
• At 60°C, 90% killed
within 2 minutes
• System that runs at safe
temperature during day
• Pasteurises when building
unoccupied
• Returns to safe temperature
prior to occupancy

Continuous Flow Systems Allow
for Fully Functional Automatic
THERMAL PASTEURISATION
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES
AET Flexible Space goes Down Under
AET Flexible Space has won its ﬁrst order from
Australia for the supply of its under oor air
conditioning UfAC equipment. The order was for
the new-build development of arilla Library, in the
ollongong area of New South ales.
A CAM-V system was speciﬁed for the library
and is split into four zones. Each zone is served
by a single CAM-V down ow unit, supplying the
conditioned air into the plenum beneath the raised
access oor, which also serves as the ventilation
zone for UfAC systems, without the need for
additional ductwork. Conditioned air is introduced
into the workspace using around 1 TU fantiles
per zone and spent air is received back at high level
before returning to the CAM for reconditioning. Fantiles recess into the under oor void and the whole
system is networked, and can be controlled using the Flexmatic Touch display unit connected to the CAM.
The 00m2 facility including a technology hub, dedicated meeting rooms and study areas is due to
be completed by the end of 201 .
■ Call 01342 310 400 or email aet@flexiblespace.com

Dunham-Bush agree exclusive
manufacturing and distribution
deal with Eco-Airvent
Dunham- ush has signed an exclusive agreement with
Eco-Airvent to manufacture and distribute the company’s
range of energy-efﬁcient ventilation products, including
its patented Classmaster and VHR heat recovery units.
The new products offer a proven solution to the
requirements of 101, and will be available throughout
the UK and the Republic of reland through Dunhamush’s existing sales network.
Dunham- ush’s current range includes chillers, LST radiators, radiant panels, fan convectors, door
curtains, trench and perimeter heating and fan coil units.
■ Call 023 9247 7700 or email info@dunham-bush.co.uk

Condair ME showcased
at Data Centre World 2019
Condair displayed its latest adiabatic and steam
humidiﬁer technology at the Data Centre orld
exhibition last month. The company had a stand
at the Excel Centre, London, and showed off
products that provide in-duct evaporative cooling
and humidiﬁcation to data centres.
These included the Condair ME evaporative
humidiﬁer, which offers 0. 8k of adiabatic
cooling to an air handling system for every 1kg of
moisture evaporated into the air stream. It can
provide up to 1, 0kg/hr of humidity while
operating on less than 1k .
■ Call 01903 850200,
email uk.sales@condair.com
or visit www.condair.co.uk

Gemtex brings MYdens gas condensing boilers to the UK
emtex, the UK partner of Cosmogas, has launched the MYdens boiler in the UK. Designed and patented
by Cosmogas, the robust heat exchanger is 100 titanium stainless steel for high efﬁciency, durability
and long life and has an 11-bar maximum operating pressure, making it suitable for high-rise applications.
t comes with a 10-year warranty as standard, as does the burner
The exclusive design of the heat exchanger at the heart of the MYdens system is the result of intensive
research and testing, combined with the know-how of Cosmogas, which has designed and patented
heating boilers for 0 years. t has been created to reach an optimal thermal exchange along the entire
surface of each layer of the exchanger and give exceptional efﬁciency up to 10 .
The patented Cosmomix air/gas mixing system offers a wide modulation range, with the MYdens 280T
having a burner turndown ratio of 1 20. The ecologic premix Fecralloy metal-ﬁbre burner also offers ultralow NOx levels.
For 280k , the compact size requires only 0. 2m2. Cascade header kits allow connection for four
280T as standard, offering full
modulation from 1 k to 1.12M
an
impressive ratio of 1 80, giving high
efﬁciency with security of supply from
1 burner modules.
The MYdens is compatible with
all building management systems,
Modbus, BACnet and so on, or can
operate on its own with standard builtin cascade controls. Each boiler has a
condense neutraliser in the base.
■ Visit www.gemtex.co.uk/
cosmogas/commercial-range/
mydens-t/info@gemtex.co.uk
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Waterloo offers a minimalist
mill-finish alternative
Some architects like to pare back a project to
its raw components revealed concrete and
exposed ceilings to show the integrity of a
building. Now, aterloo’s mill-ﬁnish air terminal
devices can offer a similar authenticity.
hile the products give the minimalist ‘mill
ﬁnish’ look, there are a few big differences no
scratches, scorch or spinning marks. The ﬁnish
is consistent and removes the likelihood of
corrosion or tarnishing.
■ Call 01622 711500or email
enquiry@waterloo.co.uk
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Reznor air curtain range ideal for exceptionally high doors
Reznor, part of Nortek lobal HVAC UK , is continuing its tradition of manufacturing high-efﬁciency warm
air heating equipment, with the AB range of industrial air curtains.
The air curtains are ideal for exceptionally high doors and complement Reznor’s Energy-related Products
(ErP)-compliant heating appliances.
AB Industrial air curtains help block incoming winds and prevent warm air from escaping from inside
buildings. They do this by delivering a powerful, high-velocity barrier of heated air across the entire width of
the doorway.
Units can be easily ﬁtted within existing or new buildings, and are ideal for creating a more cost-efﬁcient
and comfortable indoor environment.
Nine models are available – for door widths from 2m to 6m, and up to 6m high – and the AB range is
popular in warehouses, hangars and other large spaces.
■ Email reznorsales@nortek.com or visit www.reznor.eu

Golden Coast enhances
range of Speck pumps
Independent distributor Golden Coast has
expanded its range of Speck pumps for
commercial and residential pools of all sizes.
It now includes the whisper-quiet BADU
Gamma range, which has improved hydraulics with
optimised water ow for efﬁcient performance,
while optional inner/outer threads offer installers
exibility. A highly efﬁcient variable speed model
(BADU Gamma Eco VS), which can be controlled
remotely with BADU Eco Logic, is also available.
The ADU Delta range beneﬁts from a
maintenance-free motor that uses highperformance ball bearings and a stainless steel
motor shaft. For corrosion resistance, the BADU
Bronze range is made from a high-quality bronze
alloy – free from zinc and lead additives – and a
variable speed model (BADU Bronze Eco VS)
offers high-efﬁciency performance.
The ADU Proﬁ is the world’s ﬁrst seal-less
pool pump, and its contactless magnetic coupling
makes maintenance/leak issues associated with
mechanical seals a thing of the past.
■ Call 01271 378100,
email swimmer@goldenc.com
or visit www.goldenc.com

What the papers say
White papers have become an important source for
specialists who want to learn more about speciﬁc,
complex issues in bite-sized chunks. Grundfos has
been working for many years to create a portfolio of
white papers aimed at helping engineers to understand
particular pumping challenges better.
Designed to be used as a handy reference document,
each paper has been carefully developed to get right
to the heart of the chosen topic – and to break it down
so that it is easy to extract the information that will be
of beneﬁt.
The range of themes on offer includes: water supply
in tall buildings; the digital impact on industry; proportional pressure control; and refrigeration and
cooling. All of these and many more can be found at www.grundfos.co.uk and are freely available once
you have completed a simple registration.
So when you need to access a reliable, authoritative, accessible pump reference, check out
Grundfos’s white papers.
■ Call 01525 850000, email grundfos-uk@sales.grundfos.com or visit www.grundfos.co.uk

Geze sponsors Hilton Engineering Conference
Geze helped offer a glimpse into the future as a sponsor of this year’s Hilton EMEA Engineering Conference, held at
the Hilton London Metropole. ‘Hello future’ was the theme of the event – organised by the Hilton operations and new
openings team – and it was the perfect platform for Geze, with its focus on technology, smart buildings and the ‘Internet
of Things’. t also supports initiatives for energy management, sustainable solutions, and ﬁre and safety measures.
Geze’s extensive product range incorporates solutions that can be integrated into other technologies for improved
building management, natural ventilation, and heat and smoke extraction.
As well as its sponsorship of the event, Geze exhibited within the ‘marketplace’, where attendees could speak to its
representatives about their hotel’s requirements and arrange follow-up visits.
Speciﬁc themes were examined on each of the three days. ‘Maximise’ focused on creativity, effectiveness and process
improvement. On day two, attendees ‘optimised’ the chance to engage on considerations around improving the quality
of products and services, including the efﬁciency and effectiveness of ‘on demand’ maintenance and smart buildings.
Geze’s head of global account management, Karen Sum, said: ‘This event was an ideal opportunity to further
understand the challenges faced by the Hilton Hotels and Resorts teams, their business partners and franchisees. It was
also a great forum for discussions on solutions for further efﬁciency, effectiveness and future building requirements.’
■ Call 01543 443000 or visit www.geze.co.uk
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Lochinvar calls for renewed focus on commissioning
Rushed or poorly planned commissioning
is undermining the heating and hot-water
industry’s efforts to reduce energy use and
narrow the building ‘performance gap’,
according to manufacturer Lochinvar.
Ambitious low carbon targets and greater
awareness of the impact of buildings on
occupant health has raised the proﬁle of the
building services sector.
It has also highlighted the important role
of the commissioning specialist in making sure key equipment installations are set up correctly and, so,
will continue to perform well throughout their operating life.
Lochinvar believes a collaborative approach is more important than ever because of the growing
trend of integrating renewable technologies such as heat pumps with high-efﬁciency boilers and
water heaters.
ts commissioning team can make sure boilers and water heaters operate at maximum efﬁciency from
day one, and – because of their detailed knowledge – can spot potential problems quickly.
■ Visit www.lochinvar.ltd.uk

Creative approach delivers
high-performance Toshiba VRF
air conditioning at Multitone
A major project to upgrade and replace air
conditioning at communications specialist
Multitone Electronics was made possible by a
creative, phased installation of a Toshiba system.
The Basingstoke-based company asked
HVAC and maintenance contractor Comfort
Building Services to replace its existing system.
It split the project proposal into three phases,
enabling the progressive replacement of
existing systems with a Toshiba Super Heat
Recovery Multi-e (SHRMe) VRF system over a
two-year period.
Equipment selection and routing of
interconnecting services were planned using
DesignAirs, to ensure each stage dovetailed with
future phases and allowed the ﬁnal completed
system to work without compromise.
Indoor units included a combination of ceiling
cassettes, oor-mounted and high-wall units,
with hard-wired, wall-mounted controllers in
each area. Phases one and two of the project
have been completed, and the ﬁnal phase is
scheduled to start in the coming months.
■ Visit www.toshiba-aircon.co.uk

Swegon’s Wise creates simple, intelligent indoor climate
Demand controlled ventilation (DCV) saves up to 80% of the fan energy and 40% of the cooling and
heating energy in a building, by supplying air, cooling and heating in just the right amounts, in the right
places and at the right time.
Swegon’s updated Wise system builds on the experience gained from thousands of installations to
simplify the delivery of DCV, with a quick-to-install, highly exible and simple-to-operate approach.
Wise products, such as dampers and diffusers, communicate via a ‘self-healing’ wireless network,
to deliver complete climate control for entire buildings, seamlessly linking software with the hardware
used for airborne and waterborne indoor climate.
The network allows the installation to be commissioned without communication cabling, which reduces
time, cost and complexity, while making it very simple to operate and adapt to future changes in building
layout or operation.
The web-based SuperWise has been updated with a clear visual
overview and simple handling of system settings.
■ Visit wise.swegon.com

Energy-efficient data-centre cooling
Systemair modular units are specially designed for data-centre facilities,
and for outdoor and indoor installation. Easy to install and maintain, they are
delivered with controls and every unit is commissioned in Systemair’s factory,
to ensure proper functionality.
The direct free cooling units are built with the most efﬁcient components
available, for minimum operating costs and a low carbon footprint. The
indirect free cooling units are designed for energy-efﬁcient cooling of T
equipment in data centres. Indirect free cooling ensures low mechanical
power usage effectiveness (PUE) and minimal operating expense (opex).
There is an optional energy recovery module to obtain a good Energy Re-use
Factor and ERE value. The units range from 40kW to 300kW cooling capacity
and use outdoor air in combination with adiabatic cooling, for a low opex.
■ Visit www.systemair.co.uk
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Nittan launches improved
photoelectric smoke detector
with integral sounder

Makita warms to winter fashion
with smart heated jackets
Makita UK has added high-visibility, heated jackets to its
LXT and CXT ranges, to help keep construction workers
comfortable on site for longer. Construction sites can be cold
and bleak in wintertime, but these jackets and vests offer a
new level of comfort and protection.
The jacket features ﬁve heat zones, two on the chest and
three in the back, which are controlled by an on/off selector
with LED indicator conveniently positioned on the chest.
■ Follow @MakitaUK on Twitter or search makitauk on facebook

Hamworthy’s solutions for every building are on the road (again)
After the success of the 2017/18 Stainless
Family Roadshow, Hamworthy Heating
is taking to the road again. This time, the
van has a variety of boilers, with heat
exchangers made from different alloys, and
a controls simulation box on board.
Hamworthy Heating will be touring the
country to see its customers, who often
don’t have the time to visit trade shows.
Offering a solution for every building, the
van is equipped with boilers suitable for small to big commercial buildings.
■ Call 01202 662500, email sales@hamworthy-heating.com or
visit www.hamworthy-heating.com

DIRECTORY

| SERVICES

In line with its commitment to continuous
improvement, ﬁre-detection product manufacturer
Nittan has launched the EV-PYS Photoelectric
smoke detector with integral sounder.
The EV-PYS features an advanced smokesensing chamber, while a spherical feature within
the chamber offers superior light scattering. An
orange LED has been used, which signiﬁcantly
improves response across the ﬁre spectrum.
The shape of the new ‘PY’ smoke chamber has
also been optimised to minimise the effect of dirt/
dust contamination.
■ Visit www.nittan.co.uk

Your guide
suppliers
guideto
tobuilding
buildingservices
services
suppliers

Tel: 020
020 7880
78806217
6217 Email:
Email:callum.nagle@redactive.co.uk
callum.nagle@redactive.co.uk
Air Handling

Energy Efficiency

Manufacturer of high quality bespoke AHU’s.
Specialists in refurbishment and site assembly projects.
Rapid delivery service available.
Aircraft Air Handling Ltd
Unit 20, Moorfield Ind Est,
Cotes Heath, Stafford, ST21 6QY
Tel: 01782 791545 Fax: 01782 791283
Email: info@aircraftairhandling.com Web: www.aircraftairhandling.com

Air Conditioning

Ground Source Heat Pump
Installations
Meeting Renewables Targets
Tel: 02392 450889
Fax: 02392 471319
www.groenholland.co.uk

Certificate Number MCS 1201
Heat Pumps

Do you have a new product coming to market
or a great service to offer?
Have you made an exciting new appointment that
you’d like to share with the readers of CIBSE Journal?
Advertise now in the products and services section.

info@clivetgroup.co.uk

Single box - 80 words, an image & contact details - £195
Double box - 160 words, a larger image & contact details - £290
To book contact Callum Nagle on 020 7880 6217
or email: callum.nagle@redactive.co.uk
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APPOINTMENTS

Directorate of Estates
Since 1966 Brunel University London has championed innovation and
advancement, pioneering new degrees and giving students the academic
education, professional and personal skills they need to succeed. In recent
years the University has invested more than £400 million into a campus
redevelopment programme and now possesses an impressive range of
modern, state-of-the-art facilities to support the activities of a diverse
population of over 13,000 students and approximately 2,500 staff. It is also
progressing with a new £50M Learning & Teaching Centre.
We require experienced engineers with excellent technical knowledge to join
our Directorate of Estates for the following:

Associate Director –
Engineering Projects - 10468
Salary (Grade H5): £55,341 - £60,255 per annum incl.
of London Allowance
The Associate Director will lead on the delivery of long term maintenance
projects, management of improvement works to address backlog maintenance
and other projects for the re-development of our Uxbridge Campus. You will
be a passionate professional committed to reduction of carbon emissions
and incorporation of energy efﬁciency strategies in the development and day
to day operation of our university estate. You will provide line management
to our Energy Sustainability Manager and co-ordinate our minor works
programme. You will liaise closely with our Associate Director and

Tel: 020 7880 6215 Email: cibsejobs@redactive.co.uk

Chief Engineer Maintenance utilising the 10 year asset condition to determine
budgetary allocations and priority ratings for major infrastructure renewals and
in managing the Carbon Reduction Commitment Energy Efﬁciency Scheme.

Energy Sustainability
Manager - 10496
Salary (Grade H4): £46,725 - £55,341 per annum incl.
of London Allowance
The Energy Sustainability Manager will take a leading role in ensuring that our
university achieves reductions in consumption of energy, water and carbon
emissions, while protecting and enhancing the environment. You will support
our Environment Committee in raising the proﬁle of energy conservation
and champion the promotion of sustainability and embedding of energy
efﬁciency strategies into construction and long term maintenance projects.
You will proactively record and monitor performance against utility targets for
each building to ensure compliance with the Carbon Reduction Commitment
Energy Efﬁciency Scheme.
Closing date: Tuesday 30th April 2019
For further information and to apply please visit
https://www.brunel.ac.uk/about/jobs
Brunel University London values inclusiveness and
conﬁrms its commitment to the principles of equality
and diversity. These positions do not meet the
University criteria for Tier 2 sponsorship.

Committed to equal opportunities and representing the diversity of the community we serve

http://www.brunel.ac.uk
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Q&A

Gilli Hobbs spoke
at a packed
waste session at
Futurebuild
Gilli Hobbs

Going full circle
BRE’s Gilli Hobbs explains how the BAMB project
aims to prevent waste being generated and reduce raw
material used in building transformations

S

peaking at Futurebuild in March, Gilli Hobbs discussed the results of an EU
project on how construction materials can be taken apart and recovered
from buildings through design, during reconstruction and renovation. The
Building as Materials Bank (BAMB) involves 15 partners from seven European
countries – including BRE from the UK – to create circular solutions for building
services. It claims pilots have demonstrated that using tools and methodologies
developed by BAMB can prevent upward of 75% of all waste generated and
raw material used over the course of several building transformations. With
the reduction in the life-cycle of buildings, and construction, demolition and
excavation waste responsible for around 60% of all waste, Hobbs stressed the
importance of material reuse – noting that the amount reclaimed from buildings
had fallen by 70-80% over the past 15 years. See Futurebuild coverage on page 30.

What is the aim of the BAMB project?
Cross-cutting research and development to enable implementation of the circular
economy in the built environment. BAMB will allow a systemic shift, where
dynamically and flexibly designed buildings can be incorporated into a circular
economy. Through design and circular value chains, materials in buildings sustain
their value, so the sector produces less waste and uses fewer virgin resources.
Instead of becoming waste, buildings will function as banks of valuable materials –
slowing down the use of resources to a rate that meets the capacity of the planet.

What initiatives from BAMB are of most value to engineers?
Reversible building design [design of buildings so they can be deconstructed
easily, or parts can be removed and added] and material passports [sets of data
describing defined characteristics of materials in products that give them value
for recovery and reuse] are really important. It is vital to have information on
the products and systems, along with their composition and end-of-life options.
If they have been designed and installed in a way that makes them difficult to
maintain, adapt or remove without damage, the ability to adapt and reuse will
be reduced.

What can engineers do now to enable ‘circular buildings’?
They can think about the longer-term consequences of what is being designed

and installed. A consideration of wholelife impacts across the use cycle is a good
approach to optimise the resources used.
This is very project/asset-specific. For
example, services in a temporary structure
may not use much of their technically
useful life, so leasing of such systems –
combined with the ability to disassemble
easily and return to use as a recertified or
further-leased service – could be a good
approach. Conversely, services that need
to last for decades in very challenging
environments may have to consider
durability impacts of designing for
deconstruction.

Where is there circular best
practice in construction?
The Netherlands is a good place to start.
The Rijkswaterstaat – the Ministry of
Infrastructure and Water Management
in the Netherlands – promotes the reuse
of materials and reduction in the use
of raw materials, and is aiming to be
climate neutral and circular by 2030. Also,
the Be.Circular Regional Programme
for Circular Economy (PREC), which
applies to the Brussels-Capital Region of
Belgium, aims to produce locally when
possible, reduce transport distances,
optimise land use and create added value
for Brussels. (See the BAMB Framework
for Policies, Regulations and Standards at
bit.ly/CJApr19QA).

Can ‘servicisation’ work with M&E
plant? Are there any examples?
Yes definitely, as evidenced by Philips’
lighting-as-a-service ‘pay per lux’
intelligent lighting system [Philips retains
control over the items it produces, enabling
better maintenance, reconditioning
and recovery], and Mitsubishi’s ‘M-Use’
circular lift business model [Mitsubishi
remains the owner of the lift and remains
responsible for maintenance, while reusing
or recycling the construction materials
when it needs to be replaced]. Also, there
are several boiler-on-a-lease schemes,
and more examples are out there. I think
there are going to be many more product
suppliers developing new business models
now – or at least considering them – as
clients start to ask for this.
■ GILLI HOBBS is director at the Building
Performance Group at BRE, and is its circular
economy lead
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EVENTS
NATIONAL EVENTS
AND CONFERENCES
CIBSE Technical
Symposium 2019

25-26 April, Sheffield
Attendees can expect a
diverse range of peer-reviewed
presentations and papers
outlining crucial funding,
policy and local contexts
across two days filled with
practical outputs.
www.cibse.org/
technicalsymposium

SLL LightBytes

25 April, Edinburgh
9 May, London
The 2018-19 LightBytes series,
in collaboration with the
CIBSE Facilities Management
Group, continues.
www.cibse.org/sll

CIBSE TRAINING

For details, visit
www.cibse.org/training
or call 020 8772 3640
Earthing and bonding
1 April, London

Lighting design:
principles and
application

25 April, London

Practical controls for
HVAC systems
29 April, London

Low carbon consultant
design
29-30 April, London

Introduction to combined
heat and power
30 April, London

Low carbon consultant
building operations
1-3 May, London

Air conditioning
inspection for buildings
8 May, London

Practical approach to
LV fault analysis
10 May, London

The New London Plan:
half-day
14 May, London

2 April, Perth
With speaker Ben Conick, of
Lighting Options Australia.

North East: Which
domestic water-sizing
method is best?

2 April, Newcastle upon Tyne
Information on the three most
commonly used methods for
domestic water-supply sizing.

North West YEN:
Commercial kitchen
ventilation

3 April, Manchester
The importance of adequate
kitchen ventilation, including
guidelines and legislation.

Southern: AGM

4 April, Chichester
CIBSE Southern region AGM.

Northern Ireland: CIBSE
routes to Chartership

4 April, Belfast
Membership briefing on routes
to Associate and Member
grades and registration with
the Engineering Council at
Incorporated and Chartered
Engineer levels.

Republic of Ireland: AGM

2 April, London

Electrical services
explained

Low carbon consultant
design

YEN Scotland: Power
distribution – innovations
and future thinking

Mechanical services
explained
2-4 April, Manchester

Energy Savings
Opportunity Scheme
(ESOS)
3 April, Manchester

Sanitary and rainwater
design
5 April, London

Ben Roberts will speak
at the digital engineering
event on 11 April

Above-ground building
drainage

Design of ductwork
systems

2-4 April, London

HIGHLIGHT

Western Australia:
Lighting design and
performance in 2019

Energy efficiency
Building Regulations:
Part L
5 April, London

New CIBSE Training Course
Above-ground building drainage
After its sell-out in March, a new date has been added for
CIBSE’s new above-ground building drainage course, on
25 April. This one-day course will offer an introduction
to the design and installation of wastepipe and rainwater
systems used for various types of buildings. It will also cover
the requirements of Approved Document H and BS EN 12056,
and look at new developments within the industry that can
help a design.
Find out more at www.cibse.org/above-ground-drainage
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14 May, London

15-16 May, Birmingham

Understanding smoke
control
16 May, London

CIBSE GROUPS,
SOCIETIES AND
REGIONS

For more information
about these events, visit:
www.cibse.org/events
Society of Façade
Engineering AGM

2 April, London
SFE AGM, followed by a
technical presentation.

4 April, Dublin
Networking and drinks.

10 April, Edinburgh
Mennekes will present
product innovations and
future developments in
power distribution.

South West: Long live
digital engineering

11 April, TBC
With speakers Ben Roberts,
Hoare Lea; Tim Burrows, Arup;
Mike Ford, UWE; and Antony
Brophy, Willmott Dixon.

HCNW: Algorithms and
design optimisation
– game changers
for engineering
competencies

12 April, London
Welcome from CIBSE
President, Stephen Lisk,
followed by three technical
presentations.

CIBSE Application
workshop

12 April, Bristol
Help with your Engineering
Practice Report for Associate
and Member applications.

New Zealand
Chapter: AGM

16 April, Auckland
Second AGM of the CIBSE
New Zealand chapter.

West Midlands: AGM
24 April, Birmingham
Regions AGM.

Patron’s lunch

30 April, London
Annual Patron’s lunch at the
House of Lords.

YEN West Midlands:
Neuroscience of
leadership

30 April, Birmingham
With speaker Tom Flatau, of
Teamworking International.

Home Counties North
East: AGM

1 May, Chelmsford
CIBSE President Stephen Lisk
will be speaking.

SoPHE – Northern
celebration dinner

10 May, Manchester
The Society of Public Health
Engineers’ annual northern
dinner celebration, with guest
speaker Graham Poll, former
Premier League referee.

CIBSE Application
workshop

13 May, London
Help to get Associate and
Member applications started,
with experienced CIBSE
interviewers.

Technical
Symposium
2019
Technical Symposium 2019
(WYPS <UP]LYZP[`VM:OLMÄLSK

Transforming built environments
Driving change with engineering

Tickets now on sale
Available from as little as £90 + VAT
www.cibse.org/symposium

Why attend:
• 3PZ[LUPUÅ\LUJLHUKUL[^VYR^P[OI\PS[LU]PYVUTLU[WYVMLZZPVUHSZ
• .HPU HJJLZZ [V H MHU[HZ[PJ SPUL\W VM L_WLY[ ZWLHRLYZ HUK M\SS`
peer-reviewed presentations.
• Examine and share research, development and applications that
will drive change in the regulation, creation and maintenance of
the built environment.
• )LULÄ[ MYVT ]HS\HISL HJJLZZ [V J\[[PUN LKNL WHWLYZ HUK JHZL
studies to refer to and share with colleagues.
• Be part of this critical conversation and secure your place today.

+4 (0)20 8675 5211
y p
g
symposium@cibse.org

Join the conversation:
y p
#CIBSEsymposium
@CIBSE
Sponsored by
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CMR Controls manufactures low air pressure and air volume
measurement sensors and control systems for standard air
conditioning, clean rooms, sterile laboratories, containment
facilities, and fume
cupboard extract
systems.

DPC CONTROLLER
Fast and accurate controls to drive
high speed dampers or invertors.
Full PID stand alone controls with
BMS interface.

DPM PRESSURE SENSOR
Panel Mount Pressure or Velocity Transducers
with remote alarms, analogue and digital
interfaces. Traceable calibration certificates
supplied as standard.

AIR MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
A complete turn-key system to control room
pressure to +/-1Pa. Fume cupboard face
velocity to 0.5m/s at high speed and provide
constant air changes into the labo - clean
room.
EXTRACT
CONTROLLER

PPS
DAMPER

VAV
EXTRACT
DAMPER

NORMAL EXTRACT

FUME
CUPBOARD

CAV
SUPPLY
DAMPER

HEPA
FILTER

CAV AND VAV DAMPERS
Accurate air flow measurement with the
unique CMR Venturi built into the
airtight shut-off damper to control room
pressure or constant volume.

Metal Damper

PPS EXTRACT DAMPER
Poly-propelene control and shut off valve
incorporating the CMR Venturi Nozzle. This
is essential when dealing with corrosive
extract air especially from fume cupboard
systems.

LABO - CLEAN ROOM

PPS Damper

PRECISION COMPONENTS FOR VENTILATION AND PROCESS CONTROL

CMR CONTROLS

22 Repton Court, Repton Close,
Basildon, Essex SS13 1LN. GB

Tel: +44 (0)1268 287222
Fax: +44 (0)1268 287099

A Division of C. M. RICHTER (EUROPE) LTD

W e b s i t e : h t t p : / / w w w. c m r . c o . u k

E - m a i l : s a l e s @ c m r. c o. u k
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